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GYMNA8TS AFTER TITLE8.
unforeseen event occurs to change
and his body was bruised and bleedthe situation he is sure of election.
Haverforfl. Pa., March 22. Star
ing as a result of the fight among the
And Mills looks like a sure winner of
from
rocks and brush. When the elder
gymnasts
Yale,
Columbia,
the second toga, which is guaranteed
Princeton, Pennsylvania and several
Hardy and the aged recluse at last
to be just as handsome as the first
other of the big eastern colleges asclimbed the steep bank they found
TO
DO
garment turned out by the legislative
sembled at Haverford college here to- that the boy had fainted.
taliors.
day to contest for the championships
Just how hard put to it Is William
of the Intercollegiate Gymnastio AsTO PLAY FOR FOOL TITLE.
H. (Bull) Andrews was shown. today
sociation. The events on the program
Philadelphia, Pa., March 22 For
when W. H. H. Llewellyn presented
include the flying rings, horizontal
the purpose of awarding another emto the bouse a dozen or more petiblem in the national championship at
IT IS BELIEVED A SENATOR WILL tions from person? residing; in Dona ASQUITH BRINGS HALT TO MINI bar, rope climbing, side horse, Indian FLOOD STAGE IS REACHED
IN
MEMBER OF MURDEROUS ALLEN
club swinging, parallel bars, tumbAmerican fifteen-bal- l
pocket billiards,
Ana county requesting the election
BE ELECTED ON TOMORMUM WAGE LEGISLATION
MISSOURI
AND
ILLINOIS
norse.
and
GANG TAKEN PRISONER
now held permanently by Alfred De
ling
IN
long
of the former delegate upon the first
ROW'S BALLOT.
IN PARLIAMENT.
TODAY.
VIRGINIA TOWN
Oro of New York, a tournament is
br.llot.
These resolutions were read
to be held in Horticultural hall in this
NEW DEPARTMENT PROPOSED
this morning, before the ballot on sen
Mr.
ators
was
city,
22.
but
March
Sonsolidabeginning next Monday night
Andrews FEARS DANGEROUS PRECEDENT
taken,
Washington,
LOOKS LIKE MILLS AND FALL
MOUNTAINEER'S
CLOSE CALL
OUTLAWS
EXTREMELY BOLD
and continuing
was not observed to have made a partion of all federal public health agen
probably ,for two
weeks.
to
In
cies
&
addition
into
"United States public
ticularly heavy ?aln. In fact, his to
Champion De
'FIXING PAY SCALE health service"
CANDIDATE FROM THREE RIVERS tal
PENNSYLVANIA
RE Oro the contestants
will include SIDNA ALLEN
gain was but three votes, leaving DECLARES
supervised by the HOME OF
AND
FOUR
NECAM GAIN TOGA WHEN HE
Mai still three votes ber'nd Mills.
Charles Weston of Chicago, W. W.
WOULD HURT THE MINERS
treasury department was proposed In
CLUSE FLOAT8 TOWARD
HOVELING IN VICINPHEWS
a bill introduced today by Senator
:,'ewell i also presented a reso'ii
Wilson
SAY8 THE WORD
King of New York, Thomas
IN THE FUTURE.
BIG WATERFALL.
ITY OF THEIR CRIME
tlon provldmi- - that a committee be
Smoot of Utah. The bill would create
of Hackensack, N. J., Prank Sherman
in
,tihe
from
each
house
for
the
office
of
of Washington.
the
appointed
assistant
treasury
James Maturo of
FORMER GOVERNOR IS SECOND
(if considering means of ratvne STARVATION STALKS STREETS secretary for public health.
RESCUED DY HIS NEIGHBORS Denver, Edward Ralph of Hights- - CENSORING PRESS DISPATCHES
revenue :in?er a statute similar to
town, N. j., and William P. De Langh
Ohio law which would tax all
the
of
Philadelphia.
HE 18 EXPECTED TO BE COLEVERY BRANCH OF INDUSTRY IN
HEROI8M
OF CHARLES HARDY
Pullman cars, private cars, cold stor
OFFICERS . WISH TO KEEP FUGI
LEAGUE OF THE FIRST SUCTHE BRITI8H I8LES IS
SAVED THE LIFE OF WILLage cars and other cars operated by
TIVES IN DARK AS TO THEIR
CESSFUL ASPIRANT.
SUFFERING.
IAM Mcdowell.
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
MOVEMENTS
BLOODY TONG WAR
(Continued on Page Four)
-- 2.
'St. Louis, Mo., March 22.
Ixmdoii, March
Vernier
no,v
IC
Hillsville, Va., March 22. Sidna
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rain
and
which
arid
felj
March
22.
yesterday
Senate:
Washington,
Edwards,
nephew of Sidna Allen aad
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PACIFIC
COAST
afternoon refused to accept the min in session z p. m.
f Santa Fe, N. M March 22.
last night, has demoralized transpor
one
of
Allen gang which fled to
the
The fourth ballot for United
er's
amendment to he mluimum
tation and wir,? communicatin ia
House: Met at noon.
the
mountains
after the court house
senators, which was taken to-wage bill providing ;i minimum of
iabor committee heard advocate) Illinois and Missouri. A heavy wind
IN fiERMAN ARMY $1.25
HOSTILITIES
BY ARREST assassination here, was arrested toCAUSED
f day, resulted as follows:
and 50 cents as the daily wages of Hughes-Boraindustrial commis added greatlv to the damage.
day at Lamsburg, Va., without resist
OF SLAVE GIRL RESULT IN
Democrats
for men and boys, especMvely. Enoch sion bill.
Taylors ville and Jacksonville, 111.,
ance by a posse. Edwards 1a betas
23 4
FIVE
N. B. Laughlln
DEATHS
Edwards, labor member of parliament
jnsaerea resolution calling on are in the grasp of the worst sleet
brought here. His capture leads to
20
Felix Martinez
BILLS SUBMITTED
TO COUNCIL and president of ih.i Miner's Fede- secretary of war for the number of storm in
years. Public utilities ba'c
the belief that others of the mountainSan
22.
March
six
With
PROVIDE
Francisco,
FOR
f
IMMENSE
Republicans
ration of Great Britain, tit once an- Apache Indians held prisoners of war neen cnppiea
aua layiorsviijio it of the most
eers
soon will be in custody
26
A. B. Fall
powerful tongs in the
OUTLAY OF MONEY.
nounced that the premier's rejeclion at Port Still, Oklahoma.
J he
Miasm: i United
completely isolated.
In the mountains along the Virgin19
Out
war
at
States
William J. Mills
the
and
Chinese
of the miner's
closed the
Representative Palmer of Pennsyl- river at this point is higher ihan it
17 f
William H. Andrews
Carolina border today are
quarter alive with "gun men," busi- ia-North
Berlin, March 22. The establish- door to an immediate settlemci:-- . of vania made an unsuccessful attempt has been at
any time for two years ness was in state of chaos in China all of the
8 4 ment of two additional
T. B. Catron
sheriffs, detectives
and
to discharge the Indian affairs com- and is
corps to the the strike.
rising at a rate that causes-alar- town today as the result of battles possemen enlisted for the
6
Prussian army, increases in the Saxof
f O. A. Larrazolo
taking
mittee
from
further
of
consideration
house had lust entered upon
among taruiars in the bottoms. in San Francisco, Oakland and Sacra- the Allen outlaws, apparently deterb
4 R. L. Baca
f on and Bavarian armies and the es- theThecommittee
his
resolution calling for information
sta-?of tue minim, mi
2
L. B. Prince
mento last night which resulted in mined to stay in the field this time
tablishment of an extra naval battle
on the Apache Indians.
bill
when
River Rising at Davenport
amendtho
miners'
wage
1
4 squadron of three
the killing of five men. The taking until they have run down something
Jack Fall
Adjourned out of respect to the
battleships and two
1
Davenport, Iowa, March 22. The of May Sihue, a slave girl, from the beside false clews.
4' W. D. Murray
4 cruisers is Germany's answer to the ment was moved and Premier As- - memory of the death of
Representariver rose another foot steamship Manchuria yesterday
the gravity of
1 4
4 Bias Sanchez
as
This community awoke today in
tive Fosrter of Vermont at 1 o'clock Mississippi
recent speech of Winston Spencer quith's pronouncement,
since
which
was
1
yesterday
A.
making a total of four the vessel was about to sail from the state of excited expectancy over Govimmediately
recognized until noon Monday.
4 Churchill, first lord of the British
4 Charles
Spiess
feet in as many days.
1 4
because it is practically certain to
4' Nathan Jaffa
Orient, caused the outbreak, accord ernor Mann's announwmenrti
yester
admiralty, given today by the sub,
oeudlo-jkabout
another
caused
4
4 mission to the federal council of the bring
The girl day that steps t were being taken
Progressive Republican
ing to the local Chinese.
Reaches 45 Feet Mark.
a sensation among the members. In
6 4
was seized by the police after she which he believed would result in the
4 Herbert J. Hagerman
new army and navy bills.
lood had been charged with
Cairo, 111., March 22. The
the miners' amendment the WHAT ARE MUNITIONS
4
opposing
4
burglary by a capture of the Aliens he, latter part
Purported details of the measures
stage was reached here today when member of the
g
said thajt he was Inclined to
premier
tong. This of this week or the first of next
appear in the Nord Deutsche
the river gauge registered 45.4 fee:. tong has accused the Gom Lorn Yee week. Nb
think the figures reasonable ones, OF WARFARE?
inkling of the nature of
ASHED
IS
extra
The
battleZeitung.
Water from the Ohio and Mississippi Sor tong of having aided the girl in the
Santa Fe, N. M., March 22. It was ships are to be constructed before but that it was most undeslrabio to
proposed coup has been given out.
rivers began creeping over the low- escaping from slavery. The result Fear that information as to the
noticeable this noon during the sen- 1920. The estimated additional an- insert in the bill any specific mini
plans
lands of Illinois, Missouri and Ken was a simultaneous attack upon mem and movements of the searchers will
mum wage or to estaarish .he pieced PRESIDENT
TAFT
atorial ballot that the tension has nual cost is.
WILL
BE
in
$31,1912,
$24,250,000
tucky. It is predictea mat the stfige bers of the Gom Lorn Yee Sor tong leak to the fugitives has resulted in
OBLIGED
TO DECIDE THE
been lifted and that the republicans 750 000 in 1913 and $28,500,000 year- ent of fixing the rate of washes by act
will
reach 47 feet.
an attempt to censor press
by the Bing Kong men last night
of
It
he
MUCH
would,
parliament.
MOOTED QUESTION.
are now confident that the deadlock
pointed
ly after that. The personnel of the out, be
to the
peculiarly
will be broken shortly. Slowly but
dangerous
navy will be increased by 75 officers
WELCOME FOR KNOX
Much Damage Done.
IC
Washington, March 22. President
parliaAccording to stories reaching here.
surely the process of elimination pro- and 1,600 men annually, until 1920, men themselves, because
22. The crest of
Caracas,
March
Venezuela, March 22.
Pittsburg,
Taft
ment
once
and
Sidna Allen and his four nephews
his
its
cabinet
expressed
judgment
ceeds and there is a shifting which, overand above the increases provid-ov- r
today considered
that $1.25 was a fair minimum wage, the question whether food, clothing the flood in the Ohio river caused The city is splendidly decorated In not only have been In this vicinity4
It Is expected, will result in the
and above the increases; provid-bithat sum would be bound to be and dynamite are munitions ot war by the rapid rising of the Allegheny honor of Secretary of State Knox's since they shot up the Carroll court
choice of two republican renators by
provides for an increase in sub- treated as the maximum.
within the meaning of the president's and MonongahePa rivers, was readi- arrival today. A large triumphal arch a week ago yesterday, but Sidna, weak
Thursday of next week. A. 6. Fall marines and for several dirigible balhas been erected and flags are flying ened
If the miners refuse to return to proclamation prohibiting the expor- ed here today when the stage was
by wounds, actually slept tw
on the republican side got within 11 loons.
The Venezuelan govern- nights at his own home. It is said
everywhere.
28.1
two
almost
feet
less
than
feet,
tation
face
work the government must
the
of all war materials to Mexivotes today of being elected, receivThe army reforms will increase the
the weather bureau predicted. Many ment has issued a decree making to- that (the mountaineers constantly
co. The puzziling question
regarding
ing 26 votes and a republican, the peace footing by 29.J00 men. They necessity of taking those other and
streams throughout
western day and tomorrow official holidays. have watched their pursuers through
first time in the four ballots thus far include the creation of two field ar- different measures" foreshadowed by food and clothing was raised by cus- small
field glasses and have used successthe premier yesterday and which are toms officials along the southern Pennsylvania and eastern Ohio are
taken, heads the list.
To Land at La Guaira
tillery regiments; one Saxon cavalry believed to mean
fully a rifle shot code system.
flooded
and
much
has
been
border
action
or
damage
and
in
merchants
El Paso
jt
adequate
by
On Board the United States Cruiser
helr votes regiment; one Prussian infantry regiThe democrats threw
but
Young Edwards was arreattsd by
from
relief
the
unusual
done,
from A. A. Jones to Judge N. B. ment; 14 additional Third battalions for those men desiring to return to and other border towns.
Washington, by Wireless via Santia- Detectives Felts and
conditions
is
before
the
expected
Phaults, who
day
work, in the meantime, starvation
The army has held up about 90,000
go de Txs Caballeros, San Domingo,
Laughlln, giving the latter 23 votes. to bring up the strength of all
him wandering about aimlessly
found
over.
is
of
faced
the
industrial
the
population
March 22. Secretary of State Knox
pounds of dynamite intended for
The state republican committee has
from two to ti.ree battalions
and hungry. His foot, burned recentThe funds of the trades un- smelting concerns in Mexico and the
expects to arrive ait La Guaira, Venecalled a secret conference in the su- and the introduction
machine gun country.
ly in a distillery, had troubled him
Heroic
Son.
some
Father
ions are running low, and in
and
zuela, today and immediately proceed
government is being appealed to not
preme court room this evening at companies in every existing regiment.
and it is believed he was un
greatly
of
this
strike
week's
to
Wil22.
to Interfere with transit of explosives
payment
Caracas.
Uniontown, Pa., March
7:36 o'clock and while the senator- - New corps will be stationed on the places
able to keep up with the swift
will
be
benefits
the
last.
H.
liam
an
mountainMcDowell,
intended
for
aged
industries.
ships will not be discussed, the con French and Russian frontiers.
changes of base' made by the other
In Wales and Scotland and in the
At the conclusion Mf he catinet eer, owes his life to the heroism of
ference will have a hearing on It
fugitives.
of
industrial
relief
district
Charles
England,
Hardy.a neighbor, and John AMERICAN PROPERTY
meeting here, President Taft referred
the advisability of calling a caucus
Sidna is 22 years old. At first a
work has been started and soup the question of the scope ot his neu- Hardy, his
son. Awakenand also what
will be considered
FIERCE BUTTLE FOUGHT kitchens established. There Is scarcereward of only $300 was offered for
ed
cries
for
elder
the
by
today
to
Genhelp
matter
to
the
in
are
taken
trality proclamation
be
Attorney
steps
TO BE PROTECTED hls capture, but after an Investigation
in Scotland where eral Wickersham, who will investi- Hardy went to the door of his mounly a minlhg-rUlag- e
the four house members accused of
as to his part in
the children are not being fed by the gate and report probably Tuesday. A tain home and saw McDowell's cabin
shooting, Qot-ernbribery in case they are unseated and WITH PARAGUAY REBELS
Mann increased the amount to
is
authorities
estimated
It
down
Devil's
which
public
from
floating
creek,
Juan
a
Sanchez
message
private
McDonald
calls
Governor
special
THIS GOVERNMENT
WILL NOT $1,000, the same
as offered for the
the miners thus far have lost in wages Azcona, secretary to President
had become a raging torrent. It had
election as the constitution provides,
ALLOW DEPREDATIONS
TO
dead
or
ARE REPORT- $26,408,850 besides the depletion of
MANY
BATTALIONS
capture,
of Sidna AlMcDowell's
as
cabin
alive,
the
inswept
Mexico
at
away
City, received today
to fill the vacancies. The bribery
CONTINUE IN CHINA.
ED TO HAVE BEEN DECIMATlen, leader of the ban, It is probthe union's funds. Factories of all said:
man lay asleep.
old
late
resumed
was
vestigation hearing
ED DURING FIGHT
able that Edwards will be taken to.
kinds all over the country continue
A short distance below the Hardy
"The report from Juarez that
this afternoon with Republican State
Hong Kong, March 22. Trouble is Roanoke for safe
the
railroads
down
all
to
and
close
300
stream
home
the
keeping.
feet
of
on
federal
plunges
soldiers in Chihuagroups
Chairman Venceslao Jaramillo still
brewing between the various sections
March are reducing their service to the min- hua
Buenos, Ayres, Argentine,
an
Into
floored
jaghad
cowabyss
sharp,
the
by
rebels
a
sensational
is
No
joined
further
stand.
of
the
the
population in the province of
22. A fierce battle between the re- imum.
food
The
supplies from ardly falsehood. On the contrary, ged rocks. Towards thl' cataract and Kwang-S- i
disclosures are expected.
and an outbreak may ocvolutionaries and the government. abroad also are threatened.
SITUATION UNCHANGED.
one applauds the loyalty of our certain death floated the cabin while cur at any moment, according to reevery
Thaffi tomorrow's ballot will witness
forces Jn Paraguay has been goiug
It is evident that the government heroic regnlars. It Js also untrue McDowell knelt in the doorway, al
Ohio, March 22 WhethCleveland,
the election of Judge A. B. Fall as a on for some time and is still racing,
ports received here. During
the er
of securing a compromise that there has been
in the bituminous
miners
is
200,000
and
deliverance
for
sanguine
any manifestation ternately praying
member of the United States senate
fighting at Swatow the Standard Oil coal
according to telegrams received here in the coal dispute and of passing here
would strike or merely
fields
for
A
calling
help.
Madero.
President
against
tanks and warehouses were struck
is believed not unlikely by many from Asuncion today. Many excjb&ng
would suspend operations after April
the wage bill through all the stages few days ago there was a most enthuHardy dashed unclad along the frequently by buDets. The Standard
prominent republicans, bath in and es have occurred In the positions ot
as
commons
of
of
house
the
tonight
siastic demonstration here In his fav- bank and plunged into the icy waters. Oil company, which has its headquar- 1, depends largely upon the delibera
out of the legislature. That his
the two forces, entrenched
points the house of lords has been summonor
in which 20,000 of our best citizens Hardy reached the cabin and then ters here, has put in a claim for 1,000 tions of a subcommittee composed of
asin the highest legislative
having been taken and retaken sevtwo miners and two operators each
o'clock. The ob- took
part and which will be repeated with an arm about his neighbor struck tales (about $700,000) for damage
sembly in the country also will be se- eral times. Several of the battalion ed to meet at 11:80
to
from
is
the
of
Western Pennsylvania, Ohio, Inthe
house
pass
upper
ject
torin the greater part of the republic out for the shore. The racing
lected Is believed by a large contindone to Its property during the fightengaged hue been decimated, ttccord- - first
diana
of the bill so that it Sunday next.
and Illinois.
reading
nearer
and
gency. Just who that fortunate person
nearer
rents
swept him
ing at Hankow.
ing to the report.
can be completed tomorrow and obwill be Is not known although there
The
to
reach
efforts
subcommittee, with John P.
falls
the
his
s
The
Monidespite
commander of the V. S.
The failure of the peace rego'ia-tionthe royal assent.
are numerous persons, as well acthe banks.
Big Battle Expected.
tor Monterey, when it was report- White, preside,)! if the I nited Mine
between the rebels md the tain
quainted with the situation as is pos- Paraguayan government was reporter"
Chihuahua, March 22. Unofficial
Exhausted an,d ready to give up, ed a party of men. He has informed Workersof America, as the chief delesible, who are willing to bet that he on March 6, when the rebels
from
are
Escalon
that
heard the whirr of a rope thrown had been damaged at Swstow, land- gate of the miners, may continue
he
reports
light
occupied
will be former Governor William J. Villeta and
MIDDLEWEIGHT FIGHT.
fighting Is in progress near Ceballos, them by John Hardy, the son. The ed a party of men. He had informed its sessions several days in an effort,
began advancing on Asun
Mills.
San Francisco, Cal., March 22. The 20 miles south of there. At Orozco's elder Hardy seized and" slipped it the leaders
cion. The government sent two
of the Chinese troops that to effect a compromise agreement
at the Mission street arena to- headquarters it will be no surprise if about his shoulders. But to the boy's he did
battle
There are many who stick to the
of men to meet them and 'lurnot wish to dictate to them following the flat refusal of the opertheory that the present deadlock will ing a fight the rebels captured two morrow night between Jack Dillon an important encounter occurs today. horror the current was so swift he where they should fight battles be- ators to .grant the miners' demands
continue for several days and that machine gun-- . Tfov
for a ten per cent increase ia pay
Asun- of Indianapolis and Prank Klaus of General Campa heading a force of could not hauB the .ten in. The three tween themselves in their own counthe election of the first senator from cion was said to be very critical as Pittsburg is arousing considerable in- more than 1,200 men arrived last were dragged
along until the two in try, but informed tnem that he was and shorter working hours.
New Mexico will not occur until as the rebels then laid siege to the city, terest among the fight fans of this vinight at Escalon and a heavy detach- the water were within a few yards prepared to protect American propAlthough a shut down of all the unlate as Thursday of next week. How- j surrounding It on the land side, when cinity. The result of the fight will ment has been sent on south. The of the falls. The
boy finally was able erty.
Chinese promised him ion bituminous oal mines In the
The
ever, the result of the ballot today rebel gunboats' patrolled the river have a strong bearing on the disput- trains in which they moved south to hitch the rope about a tree; and
that they would put a stop to the country is .said by President White to
demonstrated that Judge Fall is able preventing the arrival of foodstuffs ed middleweight championship, as from Jimenez are at Escalon. General thus enabled to
the two men to burning and looting. Geurllla fighting be certaln( both sides declare
drag
they
to secure his election at any time from Argentine and causing great both Dillon and Klaus are claimants Tellez is
believed to be the general shore.
is still proceeding at Canton and its are anxious to prevent a strike es?
that he may choose. Unless some distress among the inhabitants.
to the title.
The boy's hands were lacerated vicinity.
commanding the advancing federals.
even a suspension of long duration.
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Montoya and Julian Trujillo, mem' tJiat is nleasant to take and vet acts Waahlneton. St.. Monitlcello, 111. Your Baron or whatever the chief dispens
solid
wood
or
Oxidized
in a variety of lines with round neck and elbow sleeves, an un-suhandles
bers of the first legislature of the
without griping.
name and address on a postal card er of Joy in each emporium is called,
worth
in
befmre
the
$1.50 each, Special for our After
state of New Mexico
value at the regular price of 3.50. Special27F
patterns,
'will do.
fees that mean : '
The remedy that fills all these
vesOgatlng committee f the house
Joost vat d say, " replied tach
98o
Supper Sale, each
to consider said charges.
head chemist,
vaut no more coi
'Now come the said Manus! Cordo-va- , seves candidates for United States and laws of this state, and to take
25c TOILET SOAP
9c
Ing here."
60c SHEETS, 72x90
J. p. Lucero, Luis R. Montoya and senator, and had solicited the votes, such action in the premises as the
48c
Good round American oaths from
Julian Trujillo, and for answer to the of the accused for said office, with honor, the dignity and the independ the native-bor- n
Arbor Series toilet soap, good quality, highly
contingent hoarse
A full sized 72x90 seamless sheet torn and
ence of the house of representatives
several charges made against them In but one exception.
oeandanavian-Americafrom
thw
profanity
perfumed, worth 25c per box of 3 cakes Special
the complaint herein, deny each and fThe accused aver that they were of this state demand, and that the
good quality, worth 60c each, Special for our
line's
native
delegation,
for our After Supper Sale, per box,
not favorable to the election of eith- accused be acquitted of any wrong- curses from the Hamburg-America9o
every material allegation thereof,
After Supper Sale,
And for further answer herein they er one of said candidates as United doing in the premises.
seamen and a polyglot corlection of
The answer was sworn to by tne
aay that on the 18th of March, 1912. States senator, and they charge that
obscenities from representatives of
on
their had they been favorable to tne elec- four defendants.
without any
which use the little
.nart thpv vara afc tho Palnce hotel tion of them, no complaint would have iBlfego Baca was then sworn and the other nations
as
a
city
dumping
Jersey
ground foli
i he city of Banta Fe, that their
been made against the accused. That gave a clear, detailed story of the lowed the bartender's assurance that
acmeeting at said place was purely
at the time of said arrest they were happenings of Saturday, March 16, the
signs were not to be taken as a
cidental, that two of the accused, charged by one of said candidates, as when, he alleged, tin, 5ur aefendants
joke.
ailed on Judge A. B. Fall at the Palnan'ely, J. P. Lucero and Julian
being friendly to another candidate
Investigation by persons anxious to
before going to said hotel, had for United States senator, and were ace hotel. One of the defndants,
to attempt to
been at the office of the speaker of also charged with receiving money he alleged, asked directly for money; learn who was tearing
of free
from
'b
take
right
them
atthe house of representatives to
from said candidate under a promise that the defendants oomplained that
J8"11 informed
which
had
speech
they
few
but
tend a caucus, that finding
from them that they would vote for their election cost them money and would
be theirs in
rs glorious land
1862
people present at said office, they left said candidate, which charge the ac that they should be reimbursed for
of
in.tormat'on
the
liberty brought
the same to seek other members of cused then and there denies, and still their outlay; that Lucero proposed
. . .
.
,,
that the signs had een printtXJ and
mrm 10 saw
..I, denies.
Te legislature, ito orrag il
that the four defendants would be
erected
by the Holy Name Society' of
caucus; that while the accused were
The accused deny that they have willing to vote once for Baca's can- the Church of Our
Lady of Grace.
at said hotel, one Elfego Rasa apcandidate for United didate for $500 ; that a second defend which had taken this means of inaugpromised
any
acto
said
the
proached them, and
States senator at any time, to vote ant proposed that they would vote
urating a really practical campaign
cused that be desired to speak with
for him, for any money consideration. twice for that sum and would stay
profanity, to the discourageto
them
invited
and
then
them,
with the candidate to the end for agailnstof which
Capital Paid in
the society is dedicatment
Surplus
room upstairs with htm; that
go to
the
bunch,
for
?5,000
were
members
elected
the
of
they
$100,000.00
ed.
$50,000.00
the accused not knowing the business house nf renrssentatives.
When Baca rebuked them and told
Effect Already Noticeable.
pt said Baca, complied with his reThe accused further aver that they them that a senator gets only $7,500
And the strangest part is that the
room
him
to
and
accompanied
quest
are
'
were on the night of March 18, 1912, a year and his living expenses
effort has really brought forth fruit
44 in said hotel.
senators
that
Lucero
replied
high,
A.
A.
arrest
the
under
said
The constant sight of the little white,
placed
room
by
to
on
said
their
That
way
made $50,000 at a whack, on such
D T. HOSKIIVS. Collier- there was no intimation by the said Sena, a member of the mounted po- matters as the sugar question, for Mack lettered cards has acted as an
J. .M CCNNINOHAn, Pi.ldent
of
PRANK SPRIKQRH
effective brake on the tongues
Baca aa to his business with the ac- lice of this state, and while they .instance.
those who habitually underscore their
cused. That wMen they entered said were under said arrest and were in
Baca again pointed out to defendbright thoughts by expletives as they
room no one was there, that after great fear of bodily injury being done
ants their disgrace and the penalty,
were
to
the
partorced
their daily modicum of red
them,
guzzle
they
by
Baca
Inquired
they enteral, the said
inform National licker.
can- and said he would
of the accused as to whether they in- ties present, some of whom were
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
Committeeman Solomon Luna who
Only three saloons in the whole
tended to vote for a certain candi- didates for United States senators as had left town, however. Baca then
city and one Hoboken clock containdate for United States senator, to aforesaid, to sign resignations of their asked H. O. Bursum for
advice, and
ing 33 houses has the same number of
which two of the accused made the membership to said house of repre- the
latter suggested that one of the cafes have refused to
sentatives, which resignations in furdisplay the
repljt-- that they expected to vote for
men be arrested ana be made an exof
aforeof
the
therance
most places
of
conspiracy
and
come
to
cards,
had
proprietors
said candidate, as they
said against them had been prepared ample of.
assured the members of the Holy
Santa Fe with that intention.
On Monday, two of the defendants,
reName society committee which disThe said Baca also requested the before the circumstances above
at
the Palace hotel, told Baca that tributed the
signs that they would
.iccused to cast their votes for any ferred to occurred, and before said
-- nat after
they some one else would give them the call on them for more when those
one he might name for United States arrest was made.
Capital Stock,
were forced to sign said resignations money if he would not talk business. displayed had become soiled or had
senators, to which request none of
Mr. Baca then went up to a room
been lost.
Office with the San Miguel National Bank
the accused agreed, that thereupon as aforesaid, they were delivered by
to
the
mounted
the
said
jailer where Solomon Luna, Charles Springpolice
The Rev. John J. Devlin, assistant
he had money
the Bald Baca said
er, Jose D. Sena, Venceslao Jaramillo rector of the Church of Our
in his pocket, and did not know what of the county of Santa Fe, and were
Lady of
Wm. G. Haydon
President
and Charles A. Spiess asked Baca for
In
the
by said jailer incarcerated
Grace and spiritual director of the
to do with said money.
an
affidavit
that
it
Vice President
W.
H.
be
and
of
there
common
said
might
presentcounty,
Kelly
jail
is given the credit for evolvThe accused aver that they made
ed to tne house and the four members society,
tor
confined
and
detained
Imprisoned,
to
distribuD. T. Hoskins
Treasurer
the
no promise to the said Baca that they
ing the Idea that led
be expelled.
Mr. Jaramillo said: "I
would vote for any particular candi two nights, and the greater part of
tion of the signs.
date for United States senator, nor two days without any charge being helped to elect these two men, but
"We are more than satisfied with
interest FeJd on Deposits
did they receive from the said Baca preferred against them in the courts something must be done to stop this the results that have already become
sort
of
a
even
the
of
and
this state,
wea denied
if it does aurt
thing,
any money to vote for any particular
evident," said Father Uevlin to a resne sessions the
Mr. Luna
candidate, nor did they agree to vote privileges of attending
porter for The World yesterday.
for any candidate that the said Baca of the house of representatives ot and the others were ot tne same lnmd "Members of the society who have
this state, to discharge their duties aud a plan was laid to catch the
might name, although tne said Baca
been canvassing the saloons since
as
members of said house during the uieu and the details were arranged ac- was very solicitous that they should
the signs were first erected report
cordingiy and carried out as already that
so promise, and then and there to the whole of said time.
proprietors and patrons are real- makes no 4iiference whether a man is
That while the accused were so il- related by Witness A. A. Sena yes- ly enthusiastic about our efforts to teljllng
surprise of the accused drew from
A tunny
story or giving a
his pocket a certain amount of money legally incarcerated in said jail as terday afternoon.
stamp out profanity in public places. commr
of WOrkmen, he
to
a
d
gang
The name of another senatorial
and exhibited the sare to the accused aforesaid the said jailer without warThe saSoon keepers say that they can make his
just as emphat-bpoints
was
brought into the testi- have never countenanced the use of ic
and placed the same on a table in rant or authority of law, and In an il- candidate
words to those HOT GUBERNATORIAL BATTLE.
his
it all is that they are pure as well as
confining
Mr.
testimony
manner
Baca's
refused to deliver the
indirectly by
said room and began to count the legal
vile language in their places; that
inch are in good usage."
delicious. The assortment of candy
Mo., March 22.
Jefferson
City,
to
of
arms
mony.
accused
the
at
in
to
said
and
divide
sergeant
money
same,
they have tried to di coulrage It al
Holy Name societies In other cities, What promises to be the hottest gub Easter eggs will delight the kiddles.
Mr. Baca was then questioned by
four equal parts and Insisted that the the present house of representatives,
ways, knowing that it frequently lea'"
Devlin declared, he felt sure ernatorial battle that Missouri demo
80LID LEATHER SHOES.
Father
members
of
the committee.
accused, and each of them should re- after said sergeant at arms had apto fights, disorderly scenes and o
to wllow the lines crats have waged in years will be
r
be
would
Very much talked but very little In
quick
Mr.
stated
blank
to
the
and
sala
that
at
said
said
Wright
vive
jail
money which the accused plied
jailer,
things which are likely to hurt busi- set down by that of Our Lady of launched in earnest today, when El- evidence except in case of high prices.
aver they did not receive.
demanded of said jailer the delivery resignations had been prepared be nesB or put their establish
in Grace parish, and he said he fully ex- liott W. Major, attorney general, will Vet in spite of the fact we have sucThat after the said Baca was of the accused under the order (and forehand.
bad repute. They hesitate 1 jenttake
to
pected that the pracUcai campaign formally open his campaign for the ceeded in getting an excellent line of
Mr. Baca said that there was no the initiative themselves
through counting said money, and direction of Bald house of represent
ot against profanity Inaugurated in Ho- nomination for governor in an ad- ill leather shoes for boys that is
fear
for
had been talking in a loud voice, In- atives, and the said jailer continued display of weapons of any kind.
offending their patron a. but were boken would become national.
dress before the "Major for Governor'' ?reat In value for a little money.
d
Attorney Prichard then
very glad to be perm
Prices 9 to 13. 1.00; 13 to 2, $1.25;
sisting upon the accused voting for to incarcerate the accused in said Jail
club, in'De Soto. Major plans to make 2
jtted to display
Baca. Mr. Baca was not shaken signs whose authorF
the United States senator or senators for more than 18 hours after said deto BMs,
For mlssee and call-Ire- n
atP1LE8 CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
a vigorous fight to head the democrat.ftlp they could
mere were bril- tribute tn somebr
that he might direct and Instruct mand was made by said sergeant at iu his testimony,
at
same
If
will
prices.
refund
money
Your
formed
druggist
He has already
ic ticket.
A? eM!ethem to vote for, he, the said Baca arms under the authority aforesaid, liant clashes, keen passages of words,
"We had no V
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of
In
of
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constitution
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sarcasm
occasional
and wit followed Ing this movr
made a signal by clapping his hands, and
or
Blind,
case
of
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Itching,
county, his friends say, and they befor the members
DO YOU KNOW WHY
and thereupon several other parties the United States and the constitu- by gusts of laughter at some partic- of the socie'
Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. Rc lieve he will be able to win the fight.
that
know
I
and
myself
y
la such a popular meetThe
entered said room and these accused tion and laws of this state.
even the
Lobby
ularly brilliant or humorous parry.
Major will be opposed by Senator ing place for men? Tne answer Is
confirmed user of, profane
The accused therefore ask this
were then and there arretted by one
Chairman Ven- languap
G. Collins, postmaster, Barnegat,
R.
Republican State
is decent at heart and has N. J., was troubled with a severe la Stone and practically all of the old easy. It handles the best wines and
A. A. Sena, a member of the mounted committee to thoroughly Investigate ceslao Jaramillo was sworn as a wit- a hor
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by tht American Seamen' Friend society, which has an office at 76 Wall
street, and the boxes with their loads
of books are now afloat on every sea
in the world. They are the growth t f
one of many schemes to lighten the
lays at sea for the men who ship before the mast, or as seamen on at
and the beginning in 1&56 was
a very small one a few books gathered for aaiiors to read in port. From
that grew ithe present system which
has 3,000 libraries afloat. These boxes
they are supplied- - to United States
naval vessels- and hospitals and placed

MARCH 22, 1912.

CURES
SKIN DISEASES

books wear out much faster that oth which the
seaman, like the boy, wants
ers, and we have to keep quite a stock in his books.
I
on hand to replace those actually read
LABOR WORLD NOTE8.
This is because that particular book
to pieces. By hit sign we tell the which his fellow-worke- r
recommended
iiopuiartty of a book, and the best so highly was the only volume he had
The cause of all skin diseases can be traced to some humor or acid in seller on shore Is very often not the
access to on a long voyage. Forced
the blood; the cuticle is always healthy where the circulation is free from best
M. M. Donofaue, president of the
read at sea.
to the companionship of that book, he
impurities. When the blood is infected with acrid or unhealthy matter it
Montana
Federation of Labor, reports
"All the books are not In English lead it
oannot perform its natural work of nourishing the skin, regulating its temeagerly, perhaps more than
perature and preserving its normal softness, pliability and healthfulness. We have books In German, Danish, once, an so he came to think it was unoln con dittoes as excellent taroagtv
Instead it irritates and inflames the delicate fibres and tissues around the
otrt the state.
Swedish, and other languages These a "fine" book.
Sailormen sometimes
pores and glands and produces some of the many forms of skin disease. nre
Union telegraphers have paid a toThe itching and stinging so often accompanying akin affections are produced
AN
supplied as we think they are In select books because of their bright
ELABORATE
BY
SYSTEM
tal of $752,100 in death benefits since
ho hlnrH rf rh acrirl humors nrith which it is filler) demand. No matter what his
language or artistic covers, but they Judge them
WHICH A SOCIETY PROVIDES
mto the sensitive membranous flesh lying just beneath the outer covering, the seaman is a
the death- benefit feature was Instireader, a result of the by what lies between the covers.
and surrounding the countless nerves, pores and glmds. This explains why
READING FOR SAILORS
tuted.
at
sea, and a thinker,
The American Seamen's Friend soscratching the outer skin affords no relief from the itching and burning, long days spent
A municipal bureau for giving free
IB. S. S. cures Skin Diseases of every character by purifying the blood. It though in a limited way."
...
.
,
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,
i.ill
.u
I I in
H v i ,1 ra m m i.
.1 I
k mm
ciety claims for the circulating or advice on economics and
removes the humors or acids which are
and
coes
circulation
into
the
down
A
legal mat-sailing ship, her sails Statistics
When a vessel having on hoard one traveling library that not only does
gathered by the society, causing the trouble, builds up the weak, acrid blood, and permanently cures
the poor is being established
ters
to
wea;
and her hull deep show that there have been 26.2JM
of
the library boxes arrives In port It break the monotony of sea life, but
Local applications can only soothe; they
li every variety of skin affection.
with the weight of marine growth
do not reacn mo oiooa. o. b. a. goes right into the she 1b visited by an agent of the so the books cheer and comfort the men, in Amsterdam.
l.rarles sent to sea, and the 623,208 never cure because they trouble
Builders' laborers in Adelaide, Aus
and cures it by removing the cause. Book
circulation, reaches the
gathered in many seas, came to an- - volumes
ciety and the box Is exchanged for stimulate their minds, and so improve
they contained have been on Skin Diseases and any medical advice free to all who write.
,
i
In
lm ,
tralia,
phnr ...
through their organisation, ds
ouiv n
43
inai- - read by
box
with
another
the
boks.
other
The
13 seamen.
ship's discipline. They also foster manaea tne
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
mew
recognition or 2.3u a
.eatarni. isear by, swingiucib,
library collected is sent Jo the office, a taste ror good reading, build up the as
The library is placed' on bord a ves
the minimum wage.
ing at her chain lay a rusty,
It
Is
where
checked off and the books moril characters of their leaders,
sel and is in charge of the skipper. Id
The total amount paid in sick,
British tramp steamship. The a box there are
examined. Those which have outliv- broaden their Ideas of life, keep them
43
t
It alone was in condition to re-- of course refers to the men on
and
usually
and death benefits by the Boot
cloud of iron rust raised by the payability
ed
m
their usefulness are cast aside,
touch with friends on shore, teach
ed books, embracing travel, biogra
In-lis travels.
ships those on steamships know
and Shoe Workers'
Int srnationai
ing out of her anchor had hardly setand
their
taken
of
others
and
places
temperance,
by
quicken their spirit ulon
pbjr, adventure, popular science, navl
"The question what class of kooksjvery little about the art of sailing,
was $90,
the
last
during
year
tled on her bow when the skipper
ual life. The libraries are donated by
and Motion the sailor likes beet to read is a rath-- ' otM of the modern books bv men the same kind.
The labor council of San J
of the tramp, glad to break the mon- gation, reference, religion
It Is the intention of the libra Han, Individuals, church organizations and
Every Sunday morning the library is er difficult one to answer." said Mr. who followed the sea have a wide
has bought the building
otony of "waiting for orders," hailed
It costs, it is estimated, $2n Calif,
Mr. Hunter, to have each box contain schools.
open for a certain length of time, Hunter. "His mind is a sort of rag oiularity before the mast,
by the Y. M. C.
merly
occupied
the commander of the sailing craft,
to
purchase a single library box and and is now
and the men have the opportunity to! bag In which is stored, the odds and
books are well read, as a variety of subjects. These must be
"History
it for use as a
remodeling
the
New
York Times.
says
exchange the books.
ends that he has collected In many! are books which narrate thrilling ad- - books on religious matters, travel, his- keep It going on It journey about the labor temple.
There was an exchange of compliThe collecting for the libraries, get-- lands and the varied books he has cutUre ashore. Religious books are tory, and other subjects, and so nch world.
The National Women's Trade Union
ments mostly information that the
ting them in shape, delivering and read while following the sea.
not neglected. Indeed the mind of a library goes out as a sort of education
will soon start a national camleague
195
ship waa
days out from New York collecting them and following them in
"Take a sailor on a deep-se- a
voy - faiior as far as reading is concerned In Itself. This work of selection Is JU8T TRY A TEN CENT
for
a minimum wage scale for
paign
a comment on the wealther encoun- their travels is in
BOX OF CASCARETS
cliarge of the Rev. age: he will eagerly read anything is pretty much like that of a bey. done with care and accuracy, and ficAve million women workers in this
tered, and an Invitation to "come G. MePherson Hunter, the secretary that comes Into his hands. I knew Tn
every book he perhaps finds some-o- f tion which present the best In life
country.
across" and have a drink. Later,
the society, and It keeps himself , f one once who got hold of a pam-- ; thing to find fault with or to argue Is striven for. This censorship oe-th- Insures you for months against a
Labor unions of Quincy, 111., have
when both captains sat in the cabin and his staff
of
Sick
seaman
the
is In some
reading
Headache, Biliousness, Conbusy. They hear somejphlet on the tariff. That man just about, but in every book he finds an
decided to build a labor temple and
of the tramp with a table, bottles,
strange stories of the sea, for not devoured it. He read and reread it interest.
respects as ii. ;rtant. as preaching to
stipation or a Bad Stomach.
will incorporate under ithe name df
and glasses between them, they dis- only do captains, mates and seamen
Put aside just once the Salts,
for In the monotonous days
him,
until he knew it by heart. He was
much
find
don't
stories
favor
the Quincy Labor Temple association,
'ive
cussed their trade. The steamship write to give their opinion of certain I
very interested in the subject and helpless it Is those books In which meu when a boundless sea is being plough- Cathartic Pills, Castor Oils or purga- capitalized at $25,000.
had been "out" a long time, all hands books and the benefits
ithey have de held stron? opinions of it. He oonlil and women have to go through many ed up he often lives with the charac- tive waters which merely force a
In Germany, when the misers go
would be mignty glad when they saw rived from the
, v.
circulating library of it up a wonderfully Intelligent aradventures before they ters In his book, and from books he passageway through the bowels, bat , v..n..1. . I. . ., 1.
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victims, he made his escape. The
authorities made a determined effort
to capture the daring bandit, but, alto
though bloodhounds were used
follow his trail, no trace of him could
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be found.

Five days later, however. Marshal
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respective of geographical or other academic months to be paid from the
AT
considerations except that they be state
treasury to such state institu
fit men personally and that they are tion.
nie republicans.
House Bill No. 13, permits surety
TH
WEDNESDAY MARCH
o
companies to go on cost bonds in apIOWA MINERS MAY STRIKE,
peal and other cases where formerly-onl5
Des Moines, la., March 22. The
u
MADAME SHERRY CO. (INC.)
personal bond was accepted. The
Women's
10 yards
joiat conference of Iowa coal mine op- bill also prescribes a form of bond.
Present the. World's Greatest Musical Comedy
erators and miners assembled today
25c
American Print
to discuss the question of r, new wage
ANNUAL BANQUET.
Offering
agreement to come into effect when
New York, March 22. More than
the present agreement expires on the ordinary numbr or
Size 8 1-- 2 to 10
prominent
Light & Dark Patterns
April 1. The Iowa miners are inde- speakers will be heard tomorrow
Per Pair
For
pendent of the negotiations that are night at the annual banquet of the
a
new
interstate
for
conducted
being
Vermont Society of New YorK. Amone
agreement between the bituminous the number will be tonn A. Mead,
(Only 3 Pairs to a Customer)
miners and' operators yjC western governor of Vermont:; o. a.
(10 yard Limit)
Prouty,
Indiand
Illinois
Ohio,
Pennsylvania,
member of the Interstate Commerce
ana. At the same time tnetr demands commission; Robert Walker,
MEN'S
One Lot of
presiare virtually the same and it is be- dent of the Rock Island railroad, and
Women's
lieved that if a new interstate agree- John H. Hale, railroad commissioner
Ladies Ribbed
And the Happiest Coterie of Associates Ever Assembled
ment is arrived at it will be made the of Connecticut. The banquet will be
Oxfords &
Summer
basis for a similar ..sreement to ap-- j given at the Hotel Astor.
Including Oscar Firman, Flo Irwin, Marie Flynn, Lillian
Shirts
Pumps
tn tha Iowa field. Failure to
Wtn.
Cameron,
Tucker, Virginia Foliz, Franklin Farnum,
m"j
Suits
Union
Worth
All Sizes
roach a satisfactorr agreement by
David Lithgoe and others of note.
MATY DECIDE THE ISSUE.
will
Sleeveless
WOMEN
month
of
probably
this
the end
$3.50 & 4.00
Goat Style
Santa Cruz, Cal., March 22. Areach
tie followed by a general strike of the
Per Pair
have
been
rangements
completed for
Iowa miners.
the holding of a special election in
"Every Little Movement Has a Meaning All Its Own.'.
Massive Production.
Chicago, March 22. A nationwide this city tomorrow to vote on the ox
inquiry into the alleged "coal trust pendlture of $120,000 for school im
THE STORE OF QUALITY"
$2.00
PRICES ENTIRE LOWER FLOOR
"with Chicago as the center is in pro provements. More than ordinary into the election, as wo
attaches
terest
according
tl
government,
by
gress
1.50
RESERVED BALCONY
to a report current today. Chicago, men will be qualified to vote for the
100
GALLERY
Hwr York, Pennsylvania and southern first time hare. The registration of
states where the coal supply is large, the fair sex Is heavy and the result
N.Mf
the report said, were being- investi-asate- of the election probanly will depend
on thetf TunginenT
agents.
government
by

i
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CRIME

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour s&
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u

j

natl
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GROCERS
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WANT COLUMNS

SATURDAY NIGHT AND MONDAY NIGHT

BARGAINS

DUNCAN

OPERA HOUSE

BACHARACH'S

27

y

MADAME

,

--

Calico

Hose

59c

19c

SHERRY

60c

$1.25

The Famous Beauty Chorus

-

d

SEAT SALE MUKPHEYS

$2.68

E. Las Vegas

49c

95c

VEUA6 DAILY OPTIC,

LA

Nut Cake

PERSONALS

Tbe Prescriptioolsl

Simply Delicious

To-pek-

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
tbe man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription Tilling. Every
prescription
leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG
Phone Mum

P

housewife

NAMED
REPUBLICANS
NOMINATE H. W
KELLY, HUGH QUIGLEY, O. M.
WARD AND BACHARACH.

Bertha Wendall was In Las
Vegas today from her home In Wagon
Miss

Mound.
P. I Pinard, a ranchman from OJi- tors Frios, was In Las Vegas today
on business.
Dt. Q, A. Young or French was in
Ijls Vegas yesterday and today on

business.
Jim Leonard, after spending several days In I.AB Vegas, returned
to
Trout Springs this morning.
W. P. Smith, representing th Walter Baker company, manufacturers of
chocolate and cocoa, was In Las Vegas today visiting the local trade.
Herman C. Ufeld returned last night
from a Bhort business trip to Albuquerque. Mr. Ilfeld visited the Duke
City house of the Charles Ilfeld com-

GO.

i

pany.
C. V. Strome, transportation
intendent of the Santa Fe,

SUMMER

SILK FOULARDS,

K C Nut Cafe.
One-hacup butter; 1 cups granulated sugar; X cup milk; 2cupsJiour;
Z level teaspoonfuls A' C Baking Eow
der, J cup of nut meats chopped fine;
whites of 4 eggs, beaten dry.
Sift flour and haking powder together,
three times. Cream the butter, add the
sugar; then alternately, the milk and
the flour mixture; lastly the whites of
eggs and the nut meats. Bake in a
sheet in a shallow pan thirty or forty
minutes.
When cold eever with the
icing and decorate with whole nut meats.
lf

Thla is also an excellent white cake
when nuts are omitted.

mil

Chocolate Idas'
One cup granulated sugar,
ounce
chocolate; white of 1 egg, beatet dry;
X teaspoonful vanilla extract;
cup
water.
Stir the sugar, chocolate and water
until the mixture boils; cover and let
boil three minutes. Uncover and let
boil till when tested in cold water a soft
lall may be formed; beat into the white
of egg, then beat until cold, add vanilla.

Republican primaries held in the
various wards last night resulted In
the nomination of lour candidates for
aldermen at the approaching munici-- ;
pal election, tbe election of 60 dele- gates to the city convention, which
be held this evening in the city
hall and the selection of members of
the city central committee. Messrs.
Harry- W. Kelly, O. M. Ward Hugh
Bacharach were
Quigley and Simon
he nominees for members of the city
council. A stronger quartette of representative men could not have been
selected. Messrs.
Bacharach and
vard are members of the council
whose terms
expire next mouth.
Kach has had considerable experi- ence in municipal affairs and undoubt-lwill be returned by his constituents. Messrs. Kelly and Qulgley, If
elected, as they undouotedly will be
will materially strengthen the couni

y

passed
Vegas yesterday afternoon In private car No. 10 on late
The nut caramel frosting- given on page forty
train No. 1 en route to Gallup.
of the K C Cook's Book may be used in
place of
Judge R. E. Sloan, former governor the chocolate frosting, if desired. A copy of cil.
;he Cook's Book, handsomely illustrated in 9
of Arizona, who was recently appoint- colors, will be mailed free, if you will send the
The First ward primary was held
certificate packed in
cans of K
ed United States judge for the new colored
C Baking Powder to the
Jaqucs Mko. CC in the Douglas avenue school build-- I
35
state, passed through Las Vegas last Chicago.
ing. The meeting was called to order
night on the Chicago Limited n route
by VYaite Davis. iMurion Stewart was
to Washington.
elected permanent chairman and WalDr. M. F. Des Marais and State
ter S. Bland, secretary. Hugh Quig-leGood Roads Engineer W. R. Smythe
was the unanimous choice of the
left this morning in the touring car
of Senator Louis C. Ilfeld for Santa
primary fori nominee "r ,'the ait
Fe.
council.
The following delegates to
Tony Ungaro, chaufeur for Mr
Ilfeld. drove the big auto. Mr.
the city convention were elected:
Smythe made the trip overland with
Waite Davis, George E. Morrison,
the view of inspecting the road beJohn Friedenstine, Marion Stewart,
tween here and the Capital City. He
T. H. Ogden, F. V. Hansen, William
will return to Las Vegas tomorrow
Harper, Joe Suhfl, William Whalen
afternoon on train No. 1. Senator II
and John Sackman. Members of the
GENERAL
INFORMS
feld will keep his car in Santa Fe ATTORNEY
city central committee were chosen
OFFICIALS
ACTION
the
of
OF
session
OF
the
state
legisduring
as follows: George E. Morrison and
lature.
EQUALIZATION BOARD.
Marion Stewart
through

Dress goods

super-

COUNCIL

,

ness.

THE LATEST IN

SPRING

CITY

In giving this recipe, Mrs. Hill believes it to be one of the best
cake recipes it has been her good fortune to make. The simplicity and uniformly good results will appeal to every

LaB

-

i

SILK AND COTTON TISSUES,

ASSESSORS

ZEPHYRG1NGHAMS,

POPLINS, MADRAS,

DATISTE

AND

GET

LAWNS,

Also Complete Line in
Goods, Silk and Net
Lace Waists From $2.00 up
Ready-To-We-

ar

Come in and Look at our New
Goods Whether you buy or not.

CLANCY

Attorney General Frank VV. Clancy
sent the following letter to the
has
HOFFMAN AND GRAUDARTH
the
county assessors
throughout
state:
Main.
Santa Fe, N. M., March 20, 1912.
To the County Assessors:
Gentlemen The territorial board of
equalization held a meeting in Jan- uary.and following the precedent of
earlier years attempted to fix valuations for your guidance, not only upon
MAY BE SPITE, WORK.
railroad, telegraph and telephone com22. On panies, as authorized by law, hut upon
Virsylvia, N. M.,
last Friday, J. R. Baker went to his lands, live stock ancf hanks. After the
SHORT ORDERS
pasture for his horses and found a organization, taking the position that
and
con tbat already the action of the territorial board was
fine
REGULAR DINNERS
1 weighed 800 pounds, dead. Upon ex- unauthorized and of no effect, held a
amination he founa n nole in its meeting at which new valuations of
HEPNER & BARNES, Props.
and
breast, and after tracing it up discov- railroad, telegraph
telephone
ered a bullet in the rungs. It is evi- property were made, together with
dent that the colt was shot during what was intended co oe recommendMiss Rachael Ward left this after- the night, as no one was seen about ations only to you and to county com
noon on train No.
10 for Denver the pasture during the day and no missioners as to minimum values to
where she will spend the coming week shot was heard Dy any of the neigh be fixed on other Kinds of property.
bors.
These recommendations were made so
visiting friends.
that there could be general under
standing of what the board would expect, and upon which it could act at
its meeting in September for he raising or lowering of valuations to make
them uniform throughout the state. In
preparing the record of the proceedings of the board and in its printing,
owing to the hoste with which the
the intention that
work was done,
!
,
these should be mere recommenda
tions, is not as plainly Indicated as
it should have been. While these
are only recommendations, yet they
are to be understood as indications
of what the board will insists upon at
Its September meeting, and failure
of the county authorities to act upon
great delay and
them, may cause
much labor in the rewriting of tax
is
one
rolls.
The valuations fixed by the terridollars'
torial hoard In January should never
in America
those valuations
misunderstanding
4 pairs of
agejAo&e, for
sent
out, but owing to a
have been
upon tax schedules
been
have
and
is
printed
our
$1.00,
Copies of tte
sent
to
county.
each
one box;
Special SKlsSsSKValue of 3 pairs
proceedings of the state hoard have
Single pair 35 cts. We recommend
been gent to all counties and should
above any 35c stockings on the
be considered as the only authoritafit,
tive action of any boaru of equalizafinish and appearance they are perfection,
tion on the subjects treated, and it is
have
same broad guarantee as prohoped that you will make your assesstects all
have
You do
ments as far as practicable conform
to tBe valuations and recommendatake any chance
their wear
tions of the state board.
quality. Do you know of
yours truly,
35c
FRANK m CLANCY.
combines style, fit, fjnish
Attorney General.
Sirs.

Phone

Black and niece, Mrs.
W. M. Blodgett,
have rented the
house at 1215 Seventh street through
the Investment and Agency corporation. Mrs. Black and Mrs. Blodgett
came to New Mexico about two
months ago but previous to arriving
in Las Vegas several days ago were
at the Valmora Ranch sanitarium.
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ADVICE' FROM

PERCALES,

The Second ward primary was held
in the office of Judge D. R. Murray
The meeting was
in the city hall.
called to order by O. L. Gregory. O.
choBen
M. Ward was
permanent
chairman and N. B. Roseberry secretary. O. M. Ward was the unanimous
choice of the primary for nominee
The following
for the city council.
delegates to the city convention were
elected: O. M, Ward, Fllommeno Gon
zales, Juan Lucero, Morris Bendlx, J.
A. Bally, Colbert C. Root, O. L. Gregory, MUes MeVay, N. B. Roseberry
and K. D. Goodall. Members of the
city central committee were chosen
as follows: O. L. Gregory and N. B.
Roseberry.
The Third ward primary was held
in the council chambers in the city
hall. The meeting was called to order by A. T. Rogers, Jr. Mr. Rogers
was elected permanent chairman and
Leo M. Tipton was chosen secretary.
Harry W. Kelly was the unanimous
choice of the convention ror nominee
for the city council. It was decided
to send 20 delegates to tne city conf
a vote,
vention, each to have
and the delegation was chosen as follows: M. M. Padgett, E. J. McWenie,
Charles Greenclay, Harry W. Kelly,
F. O. Blood S. B. Davis, Jr., John
H. York, Dr. W. R.' Tipton, Leo M.
one-hal-

Eternal
Hustle

to
ing
any other

about

stocking that
and

appearance, with a guarantee of
satisfactory wear ?

E. ROSENWALD

X

ft SON.

THE EASTER SEASON
Is celebrated with much joy throughout the world. You will want to be
prepared to celebrate it right here
at home. Belly's store has a choice
in
assortment in Easter novelties
candies, place cards and other decorations. There Is something to delight
as
One children and the grownups
well. See our line before purchasing.

Tipton, Isaac Bacharach, Ceoilio Ro
enwald, William ShiUinglaw, C. D.
Boucher, Charles W. Q. Ward, Ben
Coles, Herbert
W. dark, Manuel
Bustos, A. T. Rogers Jr., Chailea P.
Trumbull and Cosmo Gallegos. Members of the city central committee
were elected as follows: fe u. Davis,
Jr., and E. J. McWenie.
The Fourth ward primary was held
in the Douglas aveuue school building. The meeting was called to order
Robert L. M.
by Hallett Raynolds.
Ross was elected permanent chairman and Lawrence D. Clark, secretary. Simon Bacharach was the unanimous choice of the primary for nominee for the city council. The fol
lowing delegates to the city conven-tol- a
were elected : Robert L. M.
Roms. Lawrence D. Clark
Apolonio
Sena, Simon Jacharach, Hallett Ray-nolds, l). C. Winters, Rafael Gallegos,
Jose M. Bustos, A. C. Ilfeld and
George H. Kinkel. Through an error
the primary selected five members
inof the city central committee
stead of two. This will be rectified by the delegation from the
ward at the convention tonight. The
five committeemen selected are as
follows: Hallett
Raynolds, Rafael
Gallegos, Lawrence D. Clark, James
Clay and H. C ilfeld.
The convention tonight will select
a candidate for mayor and candidates
for city Clerk and treasurer. It will
be called to order at 8 o'clock in the
room on the second noor of the city
hall.

systematically directed and
accompanied by sane thinking.
Calm clear brain-worthe kind that not only sees
but comprehends; not only
plans but executesthat's
what wins "first prizes."'
Brains work best onk' when
properly fed.
k

Grape-Nut- s
made of whole wheat and
barley, contains also the phosphate of potash (grown in the
grains) used by Nature in rebuilding brain and nerve cells
used up by every-dawork
and worry.
Stop worrying, eat Grape-Nut- s
regularly and the hustle
comes naturally and it is
with successful work.
y

folk--

wed

There's a Reason"
Postum Cereal Company, Ltd.
Battle Creek, Mich.

When

your OPTICAL work is

done at homcyou save time,
annoyance and dhsatis faction.
We make study of your comfort.

If your glasses annoy you call on

TAUPERT

Manufacturing Optician
606 DOUGLAS AVE.

1

THE EMPORIUM.
All of our $5 and $6 hats for $3 .50
on Saturday from 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Come early and get your choice. Each
receives a chance on a
plume to be given away
on Saturday night, May G 1912.

-

See DR. HOUF
WkCWtlK

mm

Ik
mum

Graduate Ocultst
AND

Optician
My Work is Guaranteed
My Prices Reasonable.

OFFICE 506J GRAND AVENUE.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY

purchaser

$35

willow

MRS. A. STANDISH.

Distributing
Agents

BAIN

WEBER

C. S. Qulckel,
the
representing
Ford Motor Car company, was in Las
Vegas today. Mr. Qulckel makes his
headquarters In Albuquerque.

FOR SALE
Good six room house on 37

foot
lot fronting Lincoln park. This Is
a good, substantial, comfortable homt
and can be bought now for $150.00.
For full list of city and ranch
property see
THE INVESTMENT AND AGENCY
Geo. A. Fleming,
CORPORATION,
Manager, Maine 40.
State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
ss.
Lucas County,
Frank J. Cheney makes oath
that he is senior partner of the firm
3f F. J. Cheney & Co., doing business
In the City of Toledo, County and
State aforesaid, and that said firm
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS for each and tvery case of
Catarrh that cannot be cured by the
use Of HALL'S CATARRH ( URE
PRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON.
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internally and acts directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the
svstem. Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con
stlpation.

WHY

won't bring success unless

the

not

FIVE

MARCH 22, 1912.

FOR

CANDIDATES

By Mrs. Janet Mckenzie Hill, Editor o,
the Boston Cooking School Magazine

Eligio Leyba was In Santa Fe yesterday on business.
W. C. Keiser, traveling out of
was In Las Vegas today.
R. A. Hamilton of El Paso came In
last night from the Pass CUy on busi-

FRIDAY,

Full Line of

WAGONS

EMERSON
McCORMICK

IMPLEMENTS

VEHICLE
HARNESS

SADDLES
SEEDS

THE PLAZA

A:

CO A

AMD WOOD

L

LAS VEGAS, N. M.

NUT

SUGAR1TE LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
fiwmn. pm V. C OND ON

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

IT PAYS TO BUY

ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only af protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not. enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

U

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

LA
Yon judge

a man not

WHAT IS THE REASON
For the fact that the Ideal Sanitary
dairy Is constantly gaining new customers and is holding its old pa irons!
Because it furnishes the boat, purest
and richest milk. The milk Is absolutely free from contamination. It Is
handled In sterilized rooms by scientific processes. Try the Ideal's mils
a while and you will never change.

by what he
bet by what he ha
the only true test.
amberlain's Coagh Remedy Judged
by this standard has no superior. People everwhere speak of It la the hlgh-a- t
terms of praise. For sale by all

FWlWiTaia to do.
. That U

diWMlst.

JOHN CHINAMAN
Usually U caricatured as a laundry-man- .
bat in all China there is no man
who has reduced the business of laun
dering to the exact science that have
modern Inventors. The Las Vegas
Steam Laundry has one of the ltnest
laundries in New Mexico. The work
and the service rendered is the best

Ontario St., RoOlossner,
chester, N. Y., has recovered from a
troulong and severe attack of kidney
ble, his cure being due o Foley Kidney Pills After detailing his case,
he says: "I am only sorry I did not
learn sooner of Foley Kidney Pills.
Iffl! In a few days' metime myI feltbackache
and
greatly
completely left
NEW HATS.
improved. My kidneys became strongMrs. Sta&diah wishes to announce er, dizsy spells left me and II was
feel
annoyed at night.
to the ladies of Las Vegas and vicin- :.ono longer
cent better since using Foley
per
ity that our new spring millinery is Kidney PIUs." O. G. Schaefer and
new on display and the ladles are in Red Cross Drug Co.
vited to examine our stock of which
IN UNCERTAIN WEATHER
the materials are the best and prices
The safest and surest way 10 travel
the lowest Styles cannot be excell- Is with a horse. We carry a full line
ed. We are also prepared to exe
of livery outfits and are prepared to
cute all orders promptly.
furnish drivers if necessary. We also
are supplied with a fine line of good
Backache Almost Unbearable
and prompt, courteous serfs an almost certain result of kidney carriages
M. , Cooley, Llv
is
vce
guaranteed.
trouble. D. Toomey. 801 E. Olhe 8t.,
Bloomlngton. 111., says: "I suffered eryman.
with backache and pains in my kid-neys which were almost unbearable.
IT IS NOT STRANGE
I gave Foley Kidney Pills a good trial,
not
It
is
strange that so many peo
and they done wonders for me. ToKate Wright's Montesuma
at
eat
pie
I can do a hard
and
work
day's
day
not feel the effects." O. O. Schaefer restaurant on Center street The bill
Co.
of fare is generous and me price is
and Red Cross Drug
cheap, 25 cents for regular meals
movement
The "Child's Welfare
jnany people wonder how it is pos
of
has challenged the attention
to serve such S cs.'leut meals so
sible
.
Moththoughtful people every-vherecheaply.
will
and
ers are natural supporters,
find In Foley's Honey and Tar ComTHERE'S NO EXCUSE
pound a most valuable aid. Coughs
For sleeping on a poor bed. For s
and colds that unchecked lead to
croup, bronchitis and pneumonia yield verv reasonable inveatment you can
n w.Y
"u BU""''"s Unjoy your sleeping hours as well a
L,
oualities of Foley's
Honey and Tar
We are selling the
a millionaire.
roropound. O. G. Schaefer and Red
popular brass beds cheaper than evet
Cross Drug Co.
before. We have many styles in the
Many suffereres from rheumatism bright and satin finish, One mat
have been surprised and delighted cresses, springs and pillows. .T
0
with the prompt relief afforded by Tohnten & Son
applying Chamberlain's Liniment Not
one case of rheumatism in ten requires any internal treatment what- A Cold La Grippe, Then Pneumonia
ever. This liniment Is for sale by Is too often the fatal sequence, and
all druggists
coughs that hang on weaken the system and lower the vital resistance.
GDEATER LAS VEGAS
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound Is a
Can be made a neautlfcl city at reliable medicine that stops the cough
by healing the cause;
night as well as by day by th liberal promptly
300thes the inflamed air passages,
use of electricity. Those merchants and checks the cold. Keep always on
G.
O.
electric hand. Refuse substitutes.
who already have installed
Co.
Cross
Red
Drug
Schaefer
i" cms
and
more
than pleased
have been
th the result Their places of bus-sCURE THAT COUGH
have been made so attractive
at the volume of trade has increased By the use ofPenslar's Mentholatum
serially. Electric stgrs are cheaper Cough Balsam. This is the best pren you Imagine.
See us for figures. paration on the market for the relief
Las Vegas Light and Power com- - of coughs and colds. It. takes tha.
tight feeling out of the chest and re
r ny.
lieves inflamed throats and lungs. For
sale only at Schaefer's Pharmacy
stop and consider
The value of getting good goods at Opera House block
the store where price meets purse.
e
YOU CANNOT SUCCEED
In selecting anything from our
in making good pies
Mrs.
stock
to
Housewife,
date jewelry
and up
remember that you are assured of or other good things unless you have
wares that are of guaranteed excel good lard. The Las Vegas Mercantile
We have built up the busi- company has a large supply of pure,
lence.
ness of our store by pleasing every home rendered lard. This cannot be
patron and making of every patron beat for quality. Try it and your
an advertiser. We manufacture beau- cooking that requires shortening will
tiful filigree jewelry. Sabino Lujan, be excellent
Oridge street.
You can say goodbye to constipation with a clear conscience if you
ATTENTION
ELKS
Tablets. Many
Have you had your photograph use Chamberlain's
have been .permanently cured by their
Waternew
rom?
for
made
the
lodge
use. For sale by all druggists.
man Is making sittings and the pic- IN NEW YORK CITY
res are proving as good or a little
I "tter than the
Yon will find Hotel Cumberland, ai
quality usually turned
street,
by that high class photographer. Hroadway and Fifty-fourttter arrange for a sitting today. near Central Park, an Ideal location
In the retail shopping and theate
iterman. the Plaza.
district, with the subway, elevater
and surface cars at hand. A hand
WERE YOU PREPARED
Kor the sudden blizzard that ut some, modern, beautifully furnisher
scended from the north Monday night? hotel with one of the best restau
Were your coal bins full? If not call rants in the city, but moderate tr
up the Coers Lumber company and prices. Rooms with bath, 12.50 ne
order fuel. Orders will he filled with- day up. Send for booklet Harry P
out delay.
Stlmson, manager.
24
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NEWS TRAVELS IN HOSPITALS
Wireiess Outdone in Rapidity with
Which Patients Get Forbidden
Information.
"A very efficient system of wireless telegraphy exists In every hospital." said the nurse. "Apparently
all patients have the knack of trans
mitting messages, otherwise tne news
of serious cases would not travel so
quickly and accurately from ward to
ward. It Is contrary to the rules for
hospital attendants to retail gossip,
and most of them do observe strict
secrecy, yet notwithstanding that precaution there is never an Interesting
case In the building whose history is
not known and discussed In the remotest corner.
"Last week a boy suffering from a
peculiar kind of throat trouble was
brought into a first floor ward. The
doctors were very much interested in
the case, yet they took special pains
Still Coins.
never to mention it in the hearing of
The reporter was trying to get the another
patient But for all the good
particulars of the automobile acci- their caution did they might as well
dent.
have lectured on the case in every
How fast were you gsing when you
ward; for when the boy died men and
hit the obstruction?" he asked.
women all about the hospital said to
"About fifty miles an hour."
the nurses:
"Who was in the motor car with
" 'So that poor boy died, did he? I
you?"
guess there wasn't much hope for him
"Man named George Johnson."
from the start'
"You landed, you say, in a cornfield
'Now, how did the news travel?"
did
to the right of the road. Where
Johnson land?"
"I don't know; we haven't found him NOT YET APPRISED OF LOSS

a

bit

nunbRous

yet"
But
Husband

Wedding Gift.
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wedding presents)
seems familiar.
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building Visiting members are car
third Thursday in eash
dially Invited. W. R Tipton. G. K--j
month. Visiting brothB. P. Mack.-l- .
F. S
ers cordially invited
O. Herman, W. M-- ; B. R, Murray,
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Secretary.
TI8EMENT8
Meet In Che forest of brotherly
love
at Woodmen of the World
Five cents per line each Insertion. LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
on the dtoonu and fourth Frihail,
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Regday of each month at S p. m. C. CUj
No ad to occupy less space than two
ular conclave second Toes-da- y
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk Visit
lines. All
in each month at Ma
advertisements
charged
ing neighbors are especially
will be booked at space
actually set, sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. CD.
and cordially invited.
without regard to number of words. Boucher, 8. C; Chae. Tamme, Re
Cash In advance preferred.
oordar.
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month, at WoodLAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. 8, ROYAL
man hall. Visiting Brothers cor
MASONS Regular convoca
ARCH
dially invited to attend. A. M.
tion first Monday in each
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, Secmonth at Masonic Temretary.
M.
wet-com-

Mourners Would Be Plentiful
When They Came to Realize
Their Bereavement.

ada."

So they got two black suits, black
bordered handkerchiefs and all the
trappings for mourning. They accompanied the coffin to Montreal. As the
baggage man took the coffin out of the
baggage car they stood beside It crying.

"Are you the only mourners?" asked
the baggage man.
"Yes, Tight now," responded Cohn.
"But in 30 days there will be more
mourners and In 60 dayB still more
can't mourners." New York World.

Nation.

THE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

Jwantj

Cohn and Goldberg went Into the
They got about
Yes, dear, you diamond business.
Wife of
saw it at the Browns. They got it as 1100,000 worth of diamonds on credit.
"Now, how vill ve make it a suc
a wedding present, and gave it to the
Smiths at theirs. It's the Smiths' pres- cess?" asked Goldberg.
"We
"I got it" answered Cohn.
ent. But never mind, dear, Harry's
will put the diamonds in a coffin and
London
soon!
off
conies
wedding
ship it to Canada and you and I will
Opinion.
go as chief mourners along to Can-

Laughter vs. Reform.
"I am convinced," said Shelley to
his friend Hogg, "that there can be no
entire regeneration of mankind until
laughter Is put down."
There have been moments for most
of us in which we have felt inclined
to agree with him; but these are, In
general, unpleaslng to recall. London
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Blood, Secretary.
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Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
Phone Main 329, 120
Secretary.
Grand avenue.
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Wanted
WANTED

An American girl for gen
eral housework. Apply 1118 Eighth

street.

UKNTISTH.

4,

Dentist
Crockett Building. Hat phosa
at office and residence.

ATTORNEYS

HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker

&

HUNKER

Chester A. Hunkt
Attorneys at Law.

NO.
aw ied woman
LODGE
1,
DORADO
for
New Mexle
Las Vegas,
general EL
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIA8 Meets
housework. Call at 1100 Seventh
street.
every Monday evePHYSICIANS
ning in Castle Hall.
are
Knights
Visiting
7
H. W. HOUF, O. 0-- , M. D.
invited.
cordially
Physician and Surgeon
Chaa. E. Liebsoh- I treat all kinds of diseases, but
FOR RENT Eight rooms or less at
nler, Chancellor
Commander. Harry make a specialty of eye, ear, nose an
own price. Apply after school. 1209
Mora avenue.
Martin, Keeper of throat, and the fitting of glasses.
Phones: Office, Main 46; Resident
Records and Seal.
Vegas 342.
FOR RENT 3 rooms for housekeep
Office: 506ft Grand Avenue,
ing, bath and toilet Call at Optic
osldence: 705 Sixth Street
NO.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
w

W

Tor Rent

Good for Something.
Friend Excuse me, dear, but I
102 Meets every Monday night at
say I think much of your cook.
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
sent
her
Hostess No, I should have
LOCAL TIME CAHD
Cofflnless Funeral.
S o'clock.
Visiting members are
away ages ago, but she's so good at
The Bacchanalian funeral In Italy, FOR SALE 1000 acres land situated
E. Gehring,
E.
welcome.
fortune telling by cards. Fllegende which took half a
cordially
day to reach the
two miles south of EI Forvenir, N. president; J. T. Buhler, secretory;
EA8T BOUND
Blatter.
burial place, Is very like what Dean M. All
enclosed
a
tour
treasurer.
C.
wire
H.
Arrive
by
Bally,
Bepan
Ramsay tells of bygone Scotland.
fence. Three springs affording a
9:15 p. n.
9:10 p. m
No. 2.
Natural Tendency.
There was the old maiden lady of
"What business do you think your Strathspey who bade her grandnephew
good supply of water. Good crops
lit: 06 p m
11:10 p. m
No. 4
Ion will adopt?"
raised every year regardless of rain, J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545, No.
see that as much whisky was used at
m
1:25 a. m
a
:15
I. O. of B B. Meets
l,
every first No
"Can't say," replied Farmer
her funeral as had been used at her
sufficient for the maintenance of
m
2:10 p. m
9
vnrJ:4B
"but judging by the hours Josh baptism. The churchyard was ten
Tuesday of the month In the vestry
three families. Its actual value, $10
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
keeps, I should say he was naturally miles from her home; it was a short
sell
will
but
acre,
for
per
$6.00
par
s WEST BOUNu
cut ot to be a milkman."
November day; and night was closing
o'clock
p. m. Visiting brothers are
acre if taken at once.
1:20 p m
Address,
No.
1:45 p. m
in when the funeral procession arIsaac
Invited
Appel,
cordl:.Hy
: 15
Margarite Romero,
m
Vegas, or
No.
a
rived. "But whaur's Miss Ketty?" askp. m
FEMININE PREROGATIVE.
Charles Greenclay, SecPresident;
El Porvenlr, N. M.
7
ed the grave digger, and being anm
4:50
4:40
No.
p. m
p.
retary.
swered, "In her coffin, to be sure," he
7:00 p. m
6:35 p. Co
No. 9
still missed the coffin. The party, dur- FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
ing a halt at a wayside Inn, had rested
baby chicks, $12 ' per 100. OrderB I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
It on a dyke, and forgotten it when
How Cold Causes Kidney Disease
filled
till July 1. Mrs. M. E. Stev
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
they resumed their way; and the inPartly by driving blood from the
Kan.
ens,
visitHumboldt,
on
All
their
street.
ha'l
Sixth
the
until
to
terment had
be postponed
surface and congesting the kidneys,
next day.
ing brethren cordially invited to at- and partly by throwing too much work
tend. J .
Fridenstine, N. G.; upon them. Foley Kidney Pills
EASTER IS COMING.
V. G.; T. M. Elwood, strengthen the kidneys, give tone to
Frank
Fries,
to
for
is
Lent
a
time
ladies
good
Maid's One Good Quality.
urinary organs and restore the
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer; the
Servant girls know their own good reflect on what kind of .. hat they
action of the bladder. They
normal
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
points and they take care that every- are going to get for Easter. Remem
are tonic in action, quick in results,
maid
One
them.
else
know
shall
body
ber Mrs. Frank Strass is arranging for
try them. O. O, Schaefer and Red
who was obliged to look for a new sit- her
Cross Drug Co.
at which will be B. P. O. ELKS Meets second
spring
opening,
uation because her employers were
and
all
latest
the
shapes
displayed
fourth Tuesday evening of es
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy Las
leaving town listened critically to the
won its great reputation and extenVisiti
enumeration of her virtues as set models in the season's millinery. The
month at O. R. C. hall.
sive sale by its remarkable cures of
down In the recommendation that had wonderful millinery display will be an
brothers are cordially Invited.
"
colds and croup. It can be
coughs,
D
just been written by her former mis- event of Importance. Mrs. Frank
Hunker, Exalted Ruler
upon. Try it. Sold by all
depended
tress.
avenue.
Strass, milliner, Douglas
Condon, Secretary.
druggists.
"There's one thing you've left out
ma'am,' she said. "I never cut my fin
Children are much more likely to
Ethel I think it Is Myrtle's place to gers. I wish you'd put that right ur contract the contagious diseases when
at the head of the list. Ladies will they have colds. Whooping cough
propose to Harold.
like that. Some girls cut their fin liphtheria, scarlet fever and consump
Helen Why?
tion are diseases that are often con
Ethel She knows whether she can gers terrible and it looks bad."
"Why, that is true; you never do," tracted when the child has a cold
support him or not.
said her mistress, and the unusual That is why all medical authorities
For the quick
point of efficiency, "She never cute say beware of colds.
A Philosopher.
her fingers," was Inserted as request- cure of colds you will find nothing bet
'I never quarrel with my wife,"
ter than Chamberlain's Cough Rem
ed.
Remarked a placid man;
edy. It can always be depended up'Whene'er she's In a mood for strife,
on and is pleasant and safe to take.
I simply rush the can."
For sale by all msgists.
Beware of Cousins.
Cousins are not as simple as they
As an Educational Force.
seem. The very fact of being a cousin,
"What brought you here, my boy, at is
PHONEj MAIN 227
complicated. The laissezfalre of
your tender age?" asked the philan
couslnship is both eluding and
thropic visitor at the jail. "Bad sur- deluding cousins will be cousins,
MO
with
crime?"
roundings? Familiarity
even if you did not choose
them.
"Yes'r," said the boy with the tough
They can borrow money from you,
mug, been seem too many o them visit
without being asked,
you
decades a favorite
movin' pictur shows."
tell people they belong to your fam- For over three
for COUGHS,
medicine
household
love
in
even
contest
fall
your will,
ily,
WHOOPING
CROUP,
COLDS,
Balked.
with you and a cousin once removed
Lawyer for Defendant Now, sir, is twice as apt to. Never completely COUGH, BRONCHITIS, HARD
you say that my client disappeared in trust a cousin never depend on his andSTUFFY BREATHING. Take
the darkness after knocking you down. not doing any of these things. Nev- at first sign of a cold. Quick, safe
What time of night was this?
er take 'him for granted. The "cous- and reliable? The Bee Hive on the
Complainant I can't say exactly. inly kiss'' may or may not mean what carton is the mark of the genuine-Refus- e
Your client had my watch. Life.
it means. And cousins always do kiss
sustitutes.
it's part of being cousins. Atlantic.
O. G. SCHAEFER
Red Cross Orug Co
Really How Clever.
1913 How do you make such a hit
Competition.
Classified ads. search out thefpeople to whom among- al
in society?
She (to young poet) How much do
1911 Well, you see, I mistake all
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth moit.
you get for your poems, Charley?
the debutantes for society leaders and
From $2 to
all the society leaders for debutantes. $5.Charley (with pride)
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to somePrinceton Tiger.
one who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
She Well, isn't that very little,
5
Charley? I see that Sir Walter Scott
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
one
of
his.
for
The Burden of It
$10,000
got
I
"The Muntoburns belong suppose,
Charley Yes, but you see, writing
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
to what you call the 'idle rich' class." poetry isn't the business it used to be.
are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
(and
"Gracious, no! They're too rich for There's too much competition.
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
that"

for
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Language Lapses.
"My wife has joined a club to study
Mother Professor, what do you exact English."
think of little Arthur as a violinist?
"Humph! I wish mine would. Then
Professor I like the way he puts she wouldn't accuse me of loose conthe fiddle back into the case.
duct because I set tight."
So Graceful.

J

M

01

sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
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Where the
Acorns Grow
By Carl Jenkins
(Copyright

mi

by AnocUted
Press.)

Literary

"Just In time for the acorns, my
dear," added Miss Molly Durham to
her welcome to her school chum, Miss
Cathy Dalton, of the city, as the latter reached the railroad depot at R
vensrest.
"Oh, are there acorns?"
"Pecks and pecks of them nics
acorns sweet acorns acorns falling
on your head as you kick around In
the dead leaves!"
"And I never saw one, except la a
picture!"
"And there's a man!"
"You can't mean It!"
"But I do. He's a young man!"
"Better and better!"
He 8 a mysterious young man,
with black eyes and curly hair."
"Oh, Molly! I'm so glad I camel
Go on, quick!"
"I don't know his name.
He appeared a week ago In a very mysterious manner."
"How delicious!"
"I was up on the hill after acorns.
There's a stream there. I was carrying my hat In my hand and whistling
'Yankee Doodle,' and I had just
Jumped over a log, and my hair wac
down, and I know I looked my very
worst, when "

Then they threw clubs at the

chlp- -

ukal

STINCT VALUE CF PICTURES

Then one of them asked is tramp
ere ever seen in those woods.
Then tht either replied that they
ladn't better be seen there If they
tnew what was good for them. Then
xth giggled and kicked up the dead
eaves and walked away. Dr. Pelham
smiled. He was shy, but he knew
:helr actions were girl-llkTen mln-ite- s
had passed, and he was smiling
indulgently when a fish took his hook.
Then a squirrel who had miscalculated his leaping distance fell short and
:ame plump down on his bead. He
was In the midst of trouble when he
beard a scream, and before he could
locate It one of the girls came tearing
through the bushes and halted before
aim to exclaim:
"Oh, sir, right out there!"
"Yes
What Is it?"
"She she climbed a tree!"
"Well?"
"I I told her not to, but she would

MARCH 22, 1912.
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WHEN SCOTS TALK.

Dr. Abemuthy. the Scotch surgeon,
was a man of few words, but he once
met nu match In a woman. She
called at his office in Edinburgh one
"A room nuns 'itb pictures Is a day with a hand badly Inflammed and
room hung with brautlful thoughts." swollen. The following dialogue, openHow many of us give the right ed by the doctor, took place:
amount of careful thought in hanging
"Burn?"
"Bruise."
pictures on our walls? Do we ever
in Selection anu HM'.nj Will
Be Well Repaid in hwsttssd
Pleasure Afforded.

3

mmm

think of the pleasure and effect on
"Poultice."
ourselves of the paintings or prints
The next day the woman called and
that are constantly before our eyes? the dialogue was as follows:
"That cbromo makes me wild," says
"Better?"
one protesting esthetic woman, as she
"Worse."
gazes on a relic of the barbarous age
"More poultice."
in art. It is a vividly colored print ol
Two days later the woman made ana very old and very ugly Juliet lean- other call.
ing over the balcony In the arms of a
"Better?"
Romeo who would not take a prise
"Well. Fee?"
for anything except climbing up a
"Nothing. Most sensible woman I
vine. The walnut frame is old and ever saw." Young's Magazine.
matches the execrable "whatnot" ol
our mothers' time. The whole thing
Why They Passed Him Up.
Is unpleasant, badly drawn, badly colConductor What makes you look so
lo It."
ored and absolutely out of place, and
"Yes, she climbed?"
yet It hangs on, simply because some glum, Sam?
"And she'd got up I don't know how dead aunt saw fit to give It at an anSleeping Car Porter Nary a tip.
Conductor How was that?
many hundred feet high when she niversary!
Sleeping Car Porter Wa-al- , you see,
Pictures should please. They should
thought you were coming and and "
"Lost her hold and fell?"
educate and elevate. They should be It wuz this way. Half the people on
"Yes, yes. She's crying and laughof the good painters. How rich Is the man car wanted somethtn' to keep 'em
awake so's they could see the scenery
ing, and I think she has broken her treasure from which we can choose!
arm. We
at you, but w How wonderful are the modern re- by moonlight, and the other half wantwant you to come."
productions at ridiculously little cost! ed somethln' for insomnia, and I got
"Most certainly."
Begin now to tear down the mean- the powders mixed. Judge.
It was Miss Cathy Dalton who sat ingless prints that speak nothing to
with her back to the oak she had you. Hang upon your walls restful,
As Long as Brosd.
climbed, though there was a bushel beautiful pictures that will have just
Husband (who arrives at the station
Df acorns on the
ground around her. as much effect, psychologically, on with his wife In time to see the train
Yea, it was her right arm that was your nerves, your mind, your soul, af
go out) There you are. If you had
broken, and that wasn't the worst the companions of your hours.
hurried yourself more we should not
of it not with her not with a
g
"Yes, when"
have missed it.
"When I ran right on him the
girl. In making her descent
Wife Yes; and if you had not hurman the young man the mysterious she had passed through several scrag-gl- y PHILOSOPHIC
TURN OF MIND
ried so much we should not have to FRIDAY
AND SATURDAY
young man."
branches, broken down the hazel
"And he was gathering acorns?"
bushes and bit the ground with a Not Many Would Have Described Mis- wait bo long for the next one. Lonill HHSssS
don P. L P.
He was fishing. great Jolt. Her hair was hanging her
"No, he wasn't
adventure In the Terms This
torn face and hands
Yes, he just sat on a log fishing, and garments
Boy Used.
A FINE IDEA.
I couldn't see that he had caught s scratched and one pink ear bleeding
from a cut. Even her limpid tears
thing."
As Miss Easton got into the elewere leaving streaks down her cheeks. vator at a certain big school house
"And you screamed?"
"I'll have to run for help, but I he other morning she saw a boy,
"Not a scream! Cathy Dalton, dc
won't be gone long," said Dr. Pelham whom she was sure was one of "her
you think I'm a child?"
when he had assured himself of the boys,"
"Well, he raised his cap to you?"
standing in a comer. He had
"No, he didn't. I don't believe ht nature of the injury.
And then to i pair of crutches on which he leaned
even raised bis eyes, though he must Miss Molly, who was also weeping in heavily, and Miss Easton, who knew
have heard me. He just sat there sympathy: '
she had seen him sound and well only
"Wet your handkerchief in the the day before in one of her classes,
creek and rub it over her face and exclaimed In amazement;
forehead and don't get excited over
'Well, well, what on earth are you
this thing."
;ioing with crutches?"
In twenty minutes the doctor was
'I met with a slight accident a few
back with first aid, and in thirty there months ago," replied the boy in a
was a farmer with his wagon there voice she did not recognize, and as
to convey the patient to the Durham he elevator stopped at that moment
homestead. There was considerable :ie lifted his hat clumsily and got off.
trouble before that broken arm was rhen she saw that one of his legs
set and strapped, and so it was three was gone and that he was not one of
or four hours after the accident when her boys.
Miss Molly had opportunity to say
'The 'slight accident,'" explained
to the girl in bed:
the elevator man to the perturbed
"Think you're awfully smart, don't teacher, "was being run over by a
you!"
train, having one of his legs cut off,
h M. P. Cunlus Robinson Cruso
"What do you mean?"
tils skull fractured and his right hand
should never have called his man Fri"To go and climb that tree."
badly mashed!" New York Press.
day.
"But you dared me to."
Wanta Noe What should he have
"Yes, but I didn't dare you to fall
called him?
Unearned Praise.
bead .over heels and break your arm
M. P. Cunls
He was only a poor little messenger
Saturday, and then
and have a doctor and all that. I'm
a payday every
would
had
he
have
I
can
see
but
If
boy.
it
your
hurts,
sorry
When the young woman stepped In- day in the week.
little game."
to the elevator on the first floor of
"Game? Game?"1"
"Yea, Miss Innocence. You are go- - the Williamson building it was crowdPermanent.
ed with big men and that messenger
ine to marrv tne doctor!"
There are some things
an
aimwueu
,
,
oy. in
instant, im
And a year later when Miss Cathy
ry
We can't forget;
The cost of living
Her
w9 Mffmf told Miss Molly that she and Dr. Pe Us hat from his head,
'
Is with us yet.
One by one, but with shamed
ham were engaged, there was a
fol- men
elevator
In
the
the
like a chump and bobbed his flshllne, "humph!" followed by the words:
mm
blushes,
and he paid no more attention to me
Quite the Contrary.
"Of course you are! Don't I know lowed suit. The young woman was
othei
In
on
the
than as if I were a goose
The man rushed Into the bank
you fell out of that tree on purpose! not handsome, but she was neat and
jfenk."
Quickly she such a hurry that he was temporarily
Well, I don't like doctors, so you can trim and
"And everybody says you are sc have him!"
turned to the lad and said:
speechless.
J
TrDo you wish to cash the check?"
handsome!".
"You are a little gentleman one ol
flash"Yes.'
sort!"
and
she
the paying teller, politely.
demanded
he
The World's Great Machine,
that ' Woman has
"He must be so
"No, I don't," snapped the man. "He
done the greater ed a wonderfully sweet smile upon
always
he can't see the end of his nose. And part of the labor of the world, and Mm,
got it out of me by a fraud. I don't
you had to walk off alone?"
The child looked at her in amaze- want, no, sir, to cash the checks. I
has done it surprisingly, even aston"Yes, but I broke down bushes and ishingly well, when we consider the ment. He had been fumbling with his want to check the cash."
clubbed trees to show how I felt fact that many of her tools are still cap, but now he found the message he
about it Since he was a trespasser exceedingly primitive. Man has inces- had stuck In Its sweatband, took It
3His Quick Recovery.
on mother's property he might have santly devised Implements by which out, stuck his cap on his head and be"You made a quick recovery."
had the manners to ask me if farmers his work has been lessened, but wom- gan to whistle.
You see, I employed two
"Yes.
didn't feed pigs acorns to fatten them, an has plodded on, achieving as much
doctors."
the
I looked back four times before
as he, with one-hathe help from in"Two?"
BLACK FACE COMEDY SKETCH
Ants Eat Through Lead Cables.
bushes hid him, but he sat there ventions and appliances.
"Sure. They spent nearly all their
are causing much trou-- I
ants
White
same."
the
of
our
bumped up just
It is an encouraging sign,
ble in South Australia in telephone time quarreling over my treatment
, "And wasn't looking after yon?"
times that experience and economy of
and that gave me the chance I needIn
"Not a look. There is surely a mys- effort are beginning to be studied by cables and alsolines. theOnunderground
ed."
lead
the
electric
women.
It is more difficult to man- sheathed light
tery about him."
cables crosses betelephone
to
we'll
with
but
its
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Try a dram of Old Taj lor bourbob
at the Opera Bar.
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The Passion Play, Monday
Tuesday, Bridge street Theater.

Fresh Asparapus, From Albuquerque
Head Lettuce, from Las Cruces

"

Green Onions,

Turnips,
Beets.

The funeral of Norman

"
"

Albuquerque

"

"

Soup Bunches

"

We will not trim any more hats
this year, as we have bought an immense stock of trimmed bats. Also a
big lot of hat trimmings, wire, etc.,
which we will sell cheap. Inspection
Invited.
ROMERO MERCANTILE CO

Malaga Grapes

And Everything Else That The Market Affords Can be Had

it

The S.nrp That's Alwavs Busy.
TELEPHONE MAIN
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Thatcher,

I'hrach of the Immaculate Conception. Burial will be In Mount Calvary cemetery.

FRUITS

Cape Cod Cranberries

L.

who died yesterday morning will be
held Sunday afternoon
from
the

Oysters Plant Parsnips
Horseradish Root

IN

and

Finch i Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood.
Direct from distiller;
to you. At the Lobby, of course

"

Spinach,

Parsley,
Carrots,

LOCAL NEWS

or 194

OLIVETTE
RIPE OLIVES

The regular meeting of the Las Vegas lodge of the Modern Woodmen
of America will be held tonight in
the Woodmen of the World hall on
Sixth street, Several candidates will
be Initiated Into the order and important business will be brought be
fore the meeting. A large attendance is desired.
In addition to the regular motion
picture program a vaudeville troupe
of five performers Is billed for the
Browne theater tonight and tomor
row. A program of singing and dancing with a black face comedy sketch
entitled "That Foar Dollars" will be
presented by the eomipany, tonight.
A complete change of program will
given tomorrow night. Miss Marhel
Jennett Is the vocalist of the company. The Colemans appear In tfhe
one act sketch and Matthews and
Coleman, singers and dancers,
pear In several novelty and comedy
skeches. Twenty cents for adults and
10 cents for children will be charged
for the vaudeville performance and
motion pictures.
1

Grown in the Salt Rirer
Valley of Arizona. X.
They are Famous tor Their Extra Fine Flavor and
as a Food are Unexcelled.

Sizes

3

Cross First Aid car, travel
ing under the direction of the American National Red Cross society, will
A Red

arrive in Las Vegas some time after
April 1, detinlte date to the announc

J.

H. STEARNS,
GROCER.

TRY AN AD. IN THE

OPTIC'S

li

WAIT COLUMNS

!!

ed later, and every employe of the
Santa Fe road will be requested and
urged to visit the car and obtain such
Information and instructions regarding the care of persons who are in
jured as will be imparted by instructors. The Red Cross car is the first
one to be sent out over the Santa Fe
and officials will make an extra effort
io have as many employes as possible
hear the lectures and see the demon
strations. It is believed that much
suffering can be avoided and many
lives saved provided the employes become proficient in the art of rendeing
first aid to persons Injured In railroad
wrecks or in shops.

From a Strictly

Sanitary

No Experiment-th-

result of Forty

e

Years of Study; and Experience is
embodied

in Chase

&

Sanborn's

Seal Brand Coffee you can get it only

at THE GRAAF & HAVWARD
CO. STORE.

more.
Try us.

Fresh Seeds i All Kinds Just In

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main
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Donald Black, son. of C D. Black,
White Kitchen meals 25 cents. Beet
meal iu the city for the money. Clean-I- I a prominen; mesa farmer, was opernee and good service. Opposite ated en yesterday afternoon at tho
Harvey House. Open day and night. Las Vegas Hcapital for appendirtt.
The patient It reported to be dolus
With the rising temperatures the well.
Gallinas river is coming up slowly.
Miss May Crawford has been apMelting snows in the mountains have
postmaster at Meet lie. Park,
pointed
caused the stream to flow with conDona Ana county.
Miss Crawford is
siderable more depth.
the daughter of Captain Jack CrawLovick P.
In all probability the last game of ford, the poet scout.
has been appointed postmaster
the basketball season In Las Vegas,
between the High School team and of Tex loo, Curry county.
the team representing
the' senior
The finance committee of (he I.as
class of the Y. M. C. A., for second
Baseball assoclatl
TlftM
began its
in
will
the association league,
plaee
work yesterday. The canvass of tie
be played next Friday night.
first day for subscriptions f,,r t:e
maintenance of the Maroons
was
A marriage license was issued at
successful. The subscription
highly
the court house yesterday evening to
list for this year will be made up of
Emelia Sena, aged 16, and Christolast year's list with a number of adpher Goke, aged 21. Mifs Sena is the ditions and no doubt the team
of the
daughter of Mounted Policeman
coming season will have a strong finA. Sena and Mr. Ooke is the
ancial backing.
son of the late Henry Ooke. It Is understood the wedding will take place
The Christian Endeavor society of
the Presbyterian church will enterMonday.
tain the young people of Las Vegas toOn the grounds of desertion Gus- night at a social at the Y. M. C. A.
tavo Benter has filed suit for divorce Games and contests of great variety
from his wife, Rose Benter. Benter, and a literary and musical program
who is a dry farmer residing in the will constitute the veennlg's entertainneighborhood of Watroiis, asserts that ment. Refreshments will be served
found
fault in the association ipanlors.
All of
his wife frequenty
and asserted that if she ever got out the young people of the Meadow City
of New Mexico she would never re are cordially invited.
turn. Some time ago she left and
The pupils and teachers of the
he has been unable to frnd her. The
schools
of East Las VegaB will encouple were married in Chicago in
a
week's
joy
holiday beginning today.
count
to
came
San
1907 and
Miguel
In 1910. Benter desires that the court School closed this afternoon and will
remain closed until 9 o'olock on April
give him an undisputed right in his
L This vacation comes at a time of
282
acres.
which
land,
comprises
the year when It is extremely enjoyable to the boys and girls and will
The republicans of Las Vegas have
afford a good rest for the teachers
a grouch against the janitor of the
to the work of the end
preparatory
Douglas avenue school. Last night, of the term.
The week following the
at the janitor
in spite of the fac
vacation of the puulic schools the
had been notified that the building
Normal university will have its
was to be used as a meeting place
vacation.
for two ward primaries, the structure spring
was locked and It was necessary for
WIL80N IN WISCONSIN.
some of the more agile voters tr
Trenton, N. J., March 22. Governor
climb through a window In order to
Woodrow Wilson left Trenton today
give their companions entrance. Had for Wisconsin. He
expects to be back
the Janitor been within earshot ne next
He said he was going
Monday.
would have heard himself referred lo
for a rest but will
In a not altogether complimentary away primarily
visit
Milwaukee
and probably will
manner. There was some conjecture
make a speech there.
instruct
been
had
he
as to whether
ed not to open the building or if h
GEORGIA FOR TAFT.
had forgotten to obey instructions tfl
Washington, March 22. According
do so.
to a telegram received at the White

617 Douglas

ARRIVAL

OF

SPRING CLOTHING

We

Taf-flnd-

are now receiving

our

Clothing for Spring and we
want to impress you with the
fact, that the Patterns and Models are handsomer than ever
before, our aim is io improve
each season, and this season's
patterns show the effect of our
efforts. A great share of our
Hart Schaffner and Marx suits
are now in and displayed and
we would be pleased to have
you look them over. We realize,
A little later
you will be thinking,

1

Apo-loni-

"Spring Suif
GREENBERGER.

Coprrtg bt Han Sehafcer Ic Marx

A SQUARE DEAL.
THE

Big Fight is on Between

the Sun and Electric
Signs, but the Electric Sign
has the Best of it Because it

Works Both

Day and Night.
Put up an Electric Sign Mr.
Merchant you can then talk to

the People in the Evening.
Get our Electric Advertising
Proposition.

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

j

Louis Smith, former Maroon, who
signed up with Frank Chance, man
ager of the Chicago National league
baseball team, for a try out with the
Cubs for this season, has been released to the Louisville American association team. However, Chance
holds the privilege of recalling
Smith at the end of the season. From
all reports the "Injun" played "some"
ball at the training camp at New Orleans and evidently Chance expects
to keep Smith in line for nexit year.
In Louisville Smith will be in fast
company and will no doubt be benefited greatly by the experience. In
the spring camp, Smith showed class
In the field and on the bases and
slugged the sphere at a lively pace.
A year in the minor league should
fit him for the big circuit.

Point

you will do well to send your
family washing to us. Consider these reasons:
First. We launder your
clothes in clean, sanitary surroundings.
Second. We launder them
by a process that is scientifically perfect. It really disinfects as well as cleanses
your clothes.
You know when
Third.
are sent to us
garments
your
they are not being worn by
anyone.
Our service is
Fourth.
prompt and regular. Weather ,i
sickness, holidays none o
these affect it.
Fifth. It costs you little

MARCH 22, 1912.

CARD OF THANKS.

House today the contest In the First
district has
Georgia congressional
been settled and it is now claimed
that only two delegates from that district, both Instructed for President
Taft, will go to the Chicago
PER CENT WAGE ADVANCE.
Fall River, Mass., March 22. An
advance of 10 per cent In wages
March 25 was offered today to the operative's union by the Fall River Cotton Manufacturers' association. Assurances have been given that the
Increase will be accepted and that
there will be no general strike next
The advance will affect
Monday.
about 30,000 operatives.

BELLA

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000
Our Depositorss Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT.
Billy Allen vs. Billy Marchant, six

Interest Paid on Tune Deposits

10
10

WE

McINTYRE.

"MADAME SHERRY" IS GREAT
Whoever started the story that
"Madame Sherry" was a show with
just one number in lit made a mistake. It would be In bad shape now
if that were the case, for "Every Little MoVement," wWh all Its fluent
melody and lioetry, has been very
in the
nearly killed by
cafes and in the flat next door. But
when the piece Is shown at the Dun- tcan opera house next Wednesday
night it will prove to have just about
as many enjoyable numbers as there
are lines on the musical program.
Both as to. dancing and music, Jt is
far better than ithe average musical
malt-eatm-

Hal'ett Raynolds Cashier
H.'.Erle Hoke Asst Cashier

10

We wish to thank our many frieuus rounds, at Philadelphia
Pal Moore vs. Battling Schultz,
and the members of the Ladies' Altar
at Columbus, O.
rounds,
and
kindness
sympasociety, for the
Hlrsch vs. Frank Mason,
death
and
sickness
Ruby
the
thy during
of our loved one and companion Mrs. rounds, at Ft. Wayne, tnd.
for the many
D. C. Welch. And
beautiful floral offerings. Such acts
The Ontic prints all the news
of kindness will never be forgotten.
D. C. WELCH,
MISS

Jefferson Reynolds President
E. D. Reynolds
Stephen B. Davis Vice President

ent

show.

WILL

OUR SPACE

is tooflimited to give the

FURNISH

numerous

CASH BARGAINS

YOUR HOME COMPLETE

We Have to Offer

Few Dollars Down With a Few Dollars Every Month

A

SEE US
Before Buying Elsewhere and
CONVINCE YOURSELF

HUU3K& SPECIAL

On Our Easy Payment Plan.

J. C. JOHNSEN

(SL

SON.

THAT
Market 10 cams
KAN3AS
ueoeipes
Colorado lambs $5.75
mut
higher.
re22.
Cattle,
Kansas City, March
tons $4; lambs $67.75; fed weth
200
southerns.
ceipts 16.000, including
ers and yearlings $4.5006.50;
fed
Market steady. Native steers $5.25 ewes $3 5. 75.
8.40; southern steers $5.607.25;
Sells-Flot- o
advertising car No.
southern cows and heifers $3.257;
stockers and feeders $4.766.80; passed through Las Vegas this after
bulls $4.255.76; calves $58.25; noon on train No. 1 en route from
circus
western steers $5.757.50; western Denver south. The Sells-Flot- o
wil open the season of 1812 in Albu
cows $3.505.75.
cir-cu-s
Hogs, receipts 5,000. Market strong. querque early in April. A special
15
of
cars
$7.59
this
train
carrying
Bulk of sales $7.257.50; heavy
7.65; packers and butchers J7.40?p mammoth production will leave Ien
ver on March 25 en route to the Duke
7.60; lights $7.107.40; pigs $5.25
CITY LIVE8TOCK.

6.25.

4,uuu.

City.

Our Gash Prices,

PEONIES
EDULIS SUPERB A
ANDRE LAURIES
EARLY RED

Festiva Maxima
Queen Victora

Pink
Red

GOODS

and SERVICE
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Large White
White Free Bloomer
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BEST TO BE HAD.

50o each

year old roots.
These must be planted at once for best result.
3

507 Sixth Street

PERRY ONION & SON

f heat

BOUCHER
Vetn
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